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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Due to the increasing demands placed upon public educa­
tion, the schools must keep up with the growing need for a 
better education. To determine if the schools are meeting 
the needs of the students, the curriculum should continually 
be examined. One method of testing is the use of the follow­
up study. An important function of the curriculum is to pre­
pare the student in citizenship and social development. A 
purpose of this study was to examine the curriculum to see 
how well the student has been prepared in citizenship and 
personal social development. 
I • THE PR OBLE]") 
Statement of the problem. The purpose of this study 
was to appraise the curriculum in the selected areas to deter­
mine if the recommendations made by the 1964 study have 
improved the curriculum. This research, as in the 1964 study, 
\-Jas not a complete evaluation of the curriculum, but an 
appraisal of the Southeast Warren High School curriculum in 
the areas of vocational guidance, citizenship training, and 
personal social development based on a follow-up study of the 
1966 th r augh 1969 grad uate s . 
2 
The importance of the study. The tremendous demands 
of present-day society require that scbool districts conduct 
continuing evalua ti. ons of their educational programs. In 
order to find out whether the school is meeting the needs of 
the student, a follow-up study is being done to evaluate the 
curriculum of Southeast \varren High School in areas of 
(1) vocational guidance, (2) citizenship training, and 
(3) personal social development. 
In 1964 a study was done by Elbert Sobotka. The pur­
pose of the original study was to develop a set of criteria 
for appraising the school in areas of (1) voca.tional guidance, 
(2) citizenship training, and (3) personal social develop­
ment. In ~r. Sobotka's appraisal he recommended the following: 
Vocational guidance. The following recommendations for 
vocational guidance, based on the data presented, seem to 
warrant consideration: 
1.	 Employ a full-time guidance counselor who can devote 
more of his time to vocational guidance and indi­
vidual cOlillseling. 
2.	 Establish a placement committee vnthin the faculty 
to '.-Jork trJittl the guidance counselor in placing 
students in jobs. 
3.	 Furnish the guidance office with a daily newspaper 
that includes a help-wanted section. 
3 
4.	 Establish a vocational guidance library that includes 
information on types of jobs available, amount of 
training needed, and current salaries. 
5.	 Improve testing program by giving the guidance 
counselor more time for individual counseling 
to make better use of test results. 
Citizenship training. The following recommendations 
for citizenship training, based on the data presented, seem 
to warrant consideration: 
1.	 Establish a remedial reading program at the high 
school with a competent instructor in charge. 
2.	 Make speech a regular course in the curriculum as 
an electi ve and/or put more speech 1.vork in the 
-, 1"	 ,Lng 1 sn classes. 
3.	 Establish a ninth grade social studies course in 
citizenship as an elective. 
4.	 Establish a business education course in general 
business as an elective to improve stu ents' 
knowledge on finances. 
Personal social development. Tbe following recommenda­
tions for personal social development, based on data presented, 
seem to (,Jarrant consideration: 
1.	 l~stlblisb an intramural athletic program in both 
major and minor sports. 
ii~r---------------------------··.=
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2.	 Allow the guidance counselor more time for individual 
counseling to help students with personal fears and 
personal problems. 
3.	 Co-ordinate the efforts of sociology, home economics, 
health, and physical education in preparing students 
for marriage and homemaking. 
4. Encourage more students to participate in music, art, 
and dramatics. 
A number of recommendations have been put to use: 
(1) a full-time guidance counselor has been added; (2) speech 
has been offered as an elective; (3) business mathematics has 
been added; (4) a vocational guidance library has been added; 
1nd (5) a remedial reading program was added but was dropped 
in 1967. The items listed above are the concrete items that 
have been changed. The results of the questionnaire c·~ be 
valuahle in evaluating the remainder of the recommendations. 
The results of the questionnaire can help decide if the fuL­
fillment of the recommendations has improved the curriculum. 
LinJitations of tbe study. This study was limited to 
205 graduates of Southeast Warren Community High School. 
Some of the graduates could not be studied because current 
dresses could Dot be found for them. Students who dropped 
out of school prior to ~raduation were not studied. 
fulother limitation of this study was that a fUll-time 
· 1g! ! 'rh eguidance counselor proRram was on1 y s t.ar t ed lD.OO. 
5
 
new program would not have had time to fUlly develop in one 
year. The class of 1965 was omitted because tbe full-time 
guidance program was not started until 1966. 
As wi th an y ques tionnaire one mus t re lyon the opinion 
of the graduates. No attempt was made to see how the graduates 
actually applied themselves while in bigh school, nor to see 
whether the help was available if the graduates would have 
sought it. 
II. DEFINITIONS Of' TERIvIS USED 
Citizenship training. Citizenship education is that 
process of orienting people, especially scbool students, into 
a democratic civic culture so that the young people of today 
will be equipped and prepared to sustain and strengthen that 
1 
democratic civic culture in the future. 
Personal social development. Personal social develop­
ment, according to Landis, refers to the development of the 
needs that are peculiar to people as members of groups. Landis 
has referred to these social needs as security, response, 
, . 2
recognition, ano new experlence. 
1 TIC' (' • , f1 h n c:> .-"' 1 L1 t l' n' .... . . '-' , t . \lJoan 0. ~lDson, n~V~ a 1n ~lV1C bQUca.lon,rl 
IIational Association of Second~ry School Principals Bulletin 
53 {Hashington: The Association, r<ay, 1969), 4"-64. 
E. Landis, Social Living (Chicago: Ginn and2 eau1
 
Company, 1961), p. 436.
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Vocational guidance. Vocational guidance is the process 
of helping students plan appropriate and satisfying courses. 
Vocational guidance is necessary in helping students make 
decisions and aiding in the preparation for the desired 
occupation. The functions of vocational guidance may be 
described as follows: (1) Inventory Service, (2) The Informa­
tion Service, (3) The Counseling Service, (4) The Placement 
Service, and (5) The 1Follow-up Service. 
196)-1: Study. The field report done by Elbert Sobotka 
in 1964. The field report was a follow-up study of the grad­
uates from 1961 to 1964 in the area of vocational guidance, 
citizenship training, and personal social development. 
Per cent. All percentages presented in this study were 
computed to the nearest whole per cent. 
Full-time lZuidance counselor. A guidance counselor
__ u..~;..;;...;~;....:.. .::::.....::_.....:.-:-.....­
whose entire day is used completely for guidance and counseling. 
Southeast 1tJarren Communi trY High School. The Southeast 
Warren Community Hi~h School District is a rural area of one 
c un ,reo1 fift.y- th ree °r'e mile"l~. Three communi ties aresquc~._·h d 
located within the boundaries of the school district: Lacona--
INorris lrJilla, l~ranklin R. (~ueran and Haymond Hatch, 
The Informatj on Service in Guidance (CtJicago: nand f':cl1ally 
and Company, 196b}, p. 17: 
------------------
7 
''''}):;.-. 
-

popul~tion, 396; Liberty Center--population, 103; Milo-­
population, 601. The remainder of the population 2,633, are 
rural people. The population given for the rural people was 
1,533. This number was in error. The population has remained 
constant over the last five years and the present estimated 
population of the district is 3,600. Grades nine through 
twelve have an enrollment of 230 students this year. The 
pupil-teacher ratio at the high school is fourteen to one. 
The curriculum offerings are based, as in 1964, on four areas: 
general education, college preparation, agriculture, and com­
mercial. The faculty at the high school now consists of 
sixteen teachers, one principal, and one superintendent. 
III. PROCEDURE 
In selecting the topic, a study of the field report by 
Elbert Sobotka was conducted. After the topic was chosen, lit­
erature was reviewed in vocational guidance, citizenship 
training, and personal social development to supplement that 
completed by Mr. Sobotka. 
The questionnaire, developed by SIbert Sobotka was 
validated by four teachers in the Southeast Warren High School. 
The questionnaire was sent to ~raduates of Southeast Warren 
High School from 1966 through 1969. 
After receiving the completed questionnaires, the data 
classified according to the year the student graduated. 
8 
The answers to the questions on the questionnaire were then 
compiled according to sex for each year. When the data were 
compiled for the 1966 through 1969 period, they were then 
compared to the data in the 1964 study. 
Chapter II will present a review of literature reveal­
ing the research completed in vocational guidance, citizen­
ship training, and personal social development. 
WO'tZ'i;'Ji'$r-------------------------••••••••••••••••••~',i~t", 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The State Laws of Iowa used in the 1964 study were taken 
from the 1960 Code of the State Laws of Iowa. During the past 
eight years there have been a number of changes in the minimum 
educational st~ndards. To bring this up to date, the 1966 edi­
tion of the State Laws of Iowa was used. Also a supplement 
printed in 1970 was used to update those of 1966. 
In addition to the responsibilities of the State Board 
of Public Instruction and the State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction under other provisions of the Code, the State Board 
of' Public In s truction shall es tablish standards, regulati ons, 
and rules for the approval of all public, parochial, and 
private nursery, kindergarten, elementary, junior high, and 
high schools and all area vocational schools, area community 
colleges, and public community or junior colleges in Iowa. 
Tbe minimum program a high school in Iowa; grades nine 
l
through twelve, shall teach annually is:
1. Four units 
hOl48ver, 
taught in 
of science including physics and chemi
the uni ts of physics 3.nd chemistry may 
alternate years. 
stry; 
be 
2. [i'our units 
history, 
of the social sciences including American 
American government, and economics. 
3. t"aur uni ts of English including language arts. 
[.j.. £i'our units of a sequential program :in mathematics. 
lState Laws of Iowa (Des Moines: State of Iowa, 1966), 
p. 77. 
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5. One unit of general mathematics. 
6. Two units of one foreign language. 
7.	 One unit of physical education with one-eighth unit 
each semester required of each pupil. 
8.	 Pive units of practical arts. Subjects in this area 
may include business education (including commercial 
typewriting), industrial arts, homemaking, agri­
culture, distributive education, and health 
occupations. 
9. Courses in fine arts shall be taught Which may include 
(a)	 art, (b) music, (c) dramatics. 
To facilitate the implementation and economical opera­
tion of the aforementioned program each junior and senior high 
i
school sha)l have:~ 
1. A	 qualified librarian and adequate library facilities. 
2.	 Each high school shall employ or share with one or 
more other high schools the employment of at least 
one professionally trained guidance counselor. At 
least one such counselor shall be employed full time 
for every three hundred high school students or 
major fraction thereof in such high school or high 
schools. 
3.	 Provision for special education services ~lich may be 
shared by public schools. 
4.	 Adequate instructional materials including audio-visual. 
During the 1970 session of the Legislature, the laws were 
changed	 to some degree. A few sections of 257.25 depicting the 
2
educationaL standards were changed. rhe changes Here as fol­
lows: (1) A superintendent carl not serve as superintsndent and 
principal; (2) Tbe lat~s concerning principals, librariEL"1s, and 
2State Laws of Iowa, Bulletin No. 4700-121 ASI. 
~. ~~-,.,~,,; ....-. partment of Public Instruction,~ectjDn 2~7.2j \Des riOlnes. 
~V!8· ['C· h?O 1 g70), ._. 1	 , __ -' , J II 
']J:;:- ------- .­
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guidance counselors were loosened to gome degree and the
 
schools were allowed more time to rill these positions;
 
(3) The elementary school is requ ired to have BorIle type of
 
guidance services;
 
arfered in alternate years as long as the sequence was kept.
 
The greatest rewards in tbe next decade will go to 
trained men and twmen wbo have obtained at least a college 
education and preferably some graduate training. According 
to the United States Department or Labor the best oppor­
tunities LDr employment future ~re to be found in 
the technical and proTessional fields. Although semi-skilled 
~1d unskilled workers will continue tu be needed, the numoer 
1 
..-s., i- "'" :.... '"' t.r'Jo ~~' t•... h ,n.,<:0.-' ~,-'1 ~~.: ~ 1,~.·. ',_'.- 1 ~ ~.-- ~" r.- ",~,.: ...•.•,';:'.,;~ ~ .. 1",.. ,q?-,. ~ 01 JOD oppor~un101ea _~~. _[1_0= ~~~~~~ ~--- ~_~L-~~~~~ 
Tbe first and most important purpose of an evaluation 
of tho gUidance program is to provide a sound basis for 
improving the prograxl". Evalua tion is an on-going ac tivi ty, 
for only through a systematic and continuous program of eval­
uation can the guidance services in the school improve and 
rhe 1964 study expanded upon Gertrude B'orrester'g 
philosophy of vocational guidance. Forrester's main 
lAdrian A. Paradis, You and tile Next Decade (Net'>! York: 
Da v i d 1'/] C 1\ aye 0 rn pan y, Inc., 19bSr:-p p. 2 -:3 . 
2Henry :3. 
tJ ~ltnG s IJ 0 
llhinoh'lrt, 
12 
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objectives were: (1) informing pupils about the occupational 
world; (2) acquainting pupils with sources of information 
regarding occupational opportunities, requirements, and 
trends; (3) informing pupils about conditions of work; 
(4) informing pupils about courses, colleges, tiIld schools 
for further training; and, (5) giving pupils mastery of 
t ec hnlques a e use n lnveslgalng occupa lons. The. t b d i" t" t" t" 1 
literature concerning vocational guidance used in this study 
was based primarily on the philosophy of Raymond Hatch and 
2
Bu.ford Stefflre. 
Hatch and Stefflre used the following organization for 
the guidance program: (1) inventory, (2) the information 
service, (3) the counseling service, (4) the placement service, 
~d (5) the follow-up service. 3 A detailed expl~~ation of 
this organization for a guidfu'1ce program is given in the next 
section by various authors. 
Inventorx service. The inventory service is the 
primary a~prai8al program of the school. It emphasizes the 
collection of information that will identify each individual 
pupil as a unique individual. The inventory service for any 
1Ger t r u derreste r ~ He thod S 0 f V0 cat ional Gu i daI1 Ce 
(Boston: D. C. Haath and Company, 19)1) , pp. 3~-36. 
2Raymond	 N. Hatch and Buford Stefflre, Administration 
" (~l d ~lii'fs, Ne p Jersev: Prenticeof Guidance Servlces Lillg ewao - . "" u	 -v 
Rall, Inc., 1958), p. 302. 
13 
guidance program will be as valuable as its information is 
valid, comprehensive, and unique for each individual pupil. l 
Information service. The typical scbool program 
usually provides for the giving of information about the 
environment. Information services provide valid information 
about the educational, occupational, and social aspects of 
the present and probable future environment of students. 
Willa Norris stated undoubtedl~ the largest amount of useful 
material specifically prepared to assist youth and adults and 
to obtain valid information about present and probable future 
opportunities, is in the field of occupational information. 
This is the oldest phase of this serVice?'; 
Counseling service. The counseling service is often 
referred to in professional literature as the heart of the 
guidance program. 1m opportunity is provided for each student 
to discuss his oroblems 
, 
of adjustment with a trained worker. 
~ 
Tolbert de·fined counseling as: 
Counseling is a personal, face-to-face relationship 
between two people, in which the counselor, by means 
of the relationship and his special competencies, 
provides a learning situation in which the counselee, 
lIbido 
a :Jorris, l"ran~din R. ~eran, and :1aymond N. ~;:atch,2 vJi1 
Tbe Informati aD Service in Juidance (Chi cago: Rand !';c:~ally 
-and Com pan y, 1960), eh apter I L 
a normal sort of person, is helped to know himself 
and his present and possible future situations so 
that he can make use of his characteristics and 
potentialities in a way that is both satisfying to 
himsel! and beneficial to society, and further, can 
learn £ow to solve future problems ~nd meet future 
needs. 
Placement service. The placement service assists 
students in such post-school activities as selection of an 
appropriate occupation, educational institution, and part-
time employment. Personnel and industrial-relations directors 
of local businesses, industries, and governmental agencies 
may supply placement or employment information pertinent to 
2their function. 
Follow-~ and research. Guidance programs are in con­
stant need of evaluation in order to meet the needs of a cbang­
ing educational program. Research is necessary in order to 
acquaint teachers and administrators with the strengths and 
weaknesses. This may be accomplished through surveys or 
3follow-up studies. 
IE. 1. Tolbert, Int.roduction to Counseling {New York: 
rV:cGraw-HiJl Book Company, Inc., 19591""""'; p. 3. 
2 F, k '" Hi lIar, Qui dance Princi pIe s and Servi ces'ran . .2,. 
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles ~. Merrill Books, Inc., 1961), 
pp. 58-59. 
31bid . 
...
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Conclusion. In tbe development and improvement of the 
guid ance s ervicea in any school there mus t be an organized, 
continuing, professionally competent effort to gather the 
facts needed to make decisiona. l 
The major difference between the philosophy of Ger­
trude Forrester and that of Hatch and Stefflre was that more 
emphasis was placed upon counseling and acquiring follow-up 
information for the student rather than strictly upon a 
guidance program. 
Citizenship. Citizenship education is that process of 
orienting people, especially school stUdents, into a democratic 
civic culture so that the YoQng people of today will be equipped 
and prepared to sustain and strengthen that democratic civil 
2
culture in the future. 
An important problem in civic training is to link Dut­
of-school-learning to that in the school. The whole school 
plant must be linked together: teachers, counselors, admin­
istration, and all lay employees of the school. 3 
IGeorge E. Hill, Management and Improvement of 
Guidance (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 19~5), p. 71. 
2John S. Gibson, ItA Hevolution in Civic Education" 
National Association of Secondarl School Principals Bulletin 
53 (1rJ'ushington: The Association, jolay, 1969), pp. 49-64. 
<~4r-. ---------- _'i~)~~ CZlIIIII 
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Tbe curriculum may be pointed too much toward 
getting people into colleges. This may make the curriculum 
irrelevant to the non-college and college students as well. 
In an effort to make the curriculum more relevant to the 
student, the administration might: (1) receive students' 
ideas in regard to curriculum design; (2) allow the student 
to take an active part in the scbool; and (3) base extra­
lcurricular activities partially on what the student wants. 
Since an increasing proportion of the national, local, 
and individual cboices must be based on economic concepts 
and economic reasoning, more effective economic education 
in the secondary scbools is going to be required. An 
economically illiterate electorate cannot be expected to 
2
vote wisely on economic issues. 
Economic Education in the Schools, published by the 
Committee for Economic Development (CED), sums it up this way: 
Economic understanding is essential if we are to meet 
our responsibilities as citizens ~nd as participants in 
a basically private enterprise economy. Many of the most 
important issues in governmental policy are economic in 
nature, and we face economic problems at every turn of 
our day-to-day lives ••.• In the final analysis, the 
effectiveness of government depends on the capacity and 
und era tand ing of the peo pIe. For it is the people hJh 0 
2H9rvin Bmver, !1Economic Understanding for Effective 
Citizenshipll N:1tlonal Association of Secondary School Pri?­
cipals Bulletin 53 (Washington: The Association, May, 1909), 
? . ' . 
o~. 
<'~:a-------------------__·iiiiIIIIII 
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througb their votes aI1d other influences determine 
within broad limits the scope and nature of govern­
mental policies. If they are to exercise their great 
political power responsibly and must learn to think 
about economic issues objectively and rationally.l 
To date, it must be said that secondary education 
rates poor grades for its performance in trainuig children 
in economic concepts and economic reasoning: forty-eight 
states do not require economics before graduation; thirty-
six states require no training in economics for teacbers of 
social studies; and, twenty-two states require no training 
for teaching economics. "Offer economics l"Ji tb a trained 
teacher teaching it."2 
Every environment, especially for the child, adoles­
cent, and youtb, presents a great deal that is novel, and 
every ind i vi dual a b talns some thri 11 from exp erimen ting with 
the new, even though he sometimes fears elements of it. 3 
In the desire for security Thomas recognized the long­
inR of one individual for roots in a familiar world of attach-
menta to persons, places, and things that he can depend upon. 
This need is now recognized by child psychologists and stu­
dents of' personali ty as fundamental. Only as a person has 
l~conornic Education in the Schools, The National Task 
;"orce of Sconorflic Education-,-asfJund in bOHer, Ibid., p. 71. 
2. 1 . tt:5ot..rer, oc. Cl • 
3" ~. .",nlo" Hna'- dJ'us_- ted Jirl stan: Little,w. T 'nDmas,l,c
 
Brown and ComfHlJ1Y, 192"]"T; Chapter I.
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this sense of belonging, does he feel secure withim himself. l 
~~otber desire, for recognition, describes the whole 
field of personal endeavor that relates to status seeking and 
status maintenance in one's group. Every individual must 
stand for something to others and mean something to others in 
order to have self-respect and a consciousness that life bas 
. . f· 2slgnl" lcance. 
Personality, from the point of view of sociology, is 
the totality of the individual in his physical, mental, and 
emotional organization as be is oriented for social participa­
tion. It is the product, first, of organic heritage, that is, 
na ti ve phy s i cal, mental, and emotional c apaci tie s, and s acona, 
of habits, attitudes, and behavior-organization ana developed 
by the interplay of the individual with his environment that 
is, the natural, social, and cultural worlds in Which it 
. 1func t lons . J 
Does an individual learn leadership, perseverance 
ethical character, and other social traits? This question is 
still seriously asked by some even though behavioral scientists 
have long indicated that soci~l traits are learned, not 
1 Tj 2Ibid.
-,")1• d • 
3Josepl1 B. Oxendine, llSocial Development tbe Forgotten 
Obiective "Journ'11 of Health, Physical Education, and Recrea­
ti~n, (Ma~, 19bb), 2~25. 
~~I~t----------------------·iI
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inherited. If accepted that social traits are learned, this 
leads to other questions, such as when, where, and how does 
this take place? Of course, all of one's society teaches 
. d' . d 1 1th e ln lVl ua • 
No one aspect of society has a complete influence over 
the young person. A realistic point of view holds that all 
youth-serving organizations and individuals have some influ­
ence on, and therefore some responsibility for the social 
development of the child. The school and teachers, while 
obvi ously not having a total influence, have qui te a large 
role to play in this part of the child's education. 1/Jhen 
compared with other phases of the school, physical education 
and athletics are in a unique position for affecting attitude 
and bernvioral change. Another good climate fc;r social change 
and development might be established in other school activities 
2
such as dramatics, student government, or a debating club. 
Chapter III will present the data received from the 
questionnaires sent to 156 graduates of Southeast Warren 
High School. A summary of the data is given to conclude 
Chapter III. 
2 Ib · ,1 r·b' 1 10 •10. 
'~~~r-P -------------------.~
 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION O;~' THE DATA 
'rhis chapter contains data received from questionnaires 
sent to 156 graduates of Southeast Warren High School. The 
data are divided into three sections: (1) vocational guid­
~nce; (2) citizenship training; and (3) personal social 
development. 
There was a total of 205 graduates of Southeast Warren 
Community High School in the classes of 1966, 1967, 1968, and 
1969. Of these, current addresses could be found for 199 
subjects. The group was composed of ninety-one females and 
108 males. 
Respon8es from the classes were 63 per cent from the 
class of 1966, 72 per cent from the class of 1967, 90 per 
cent from the class of 1968, and 90 per cent from the class 
of' 1969--giving arJ over-all return of 75 per cent. 'rhere 
was a return of 77 per cent from the males and So per cent 
Crom the females. 
Responses of each question were compiled ~~d analyzed 
by the same method used in the 1964 study. The responses were 
compiled and analyzed by seX for each class, by totals of 
both soxes for each class, and by a grand tot~l of all 
responses for both sexes for all four classes. Tbe responses 
10t~~( 1060 and 1969 classes were compared withfor the 1966, ~ , , / , 
,',,",,,:-,,- ~"'~~'-=------------------------·II
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those used in the 1964 study. 
I • ~1ETHODOLOGY 
The questionnaire was the one used in the 1964 study 
and was constructed so that questions one through eight t.Jere 
primarily concerned with vocational guidance, questions nine 
through eighteen with citizenship training, and questions 
nineteen through twenty-seven with personal social development. 
Questions twenty-eight and twenty-nine were general information 
questions and might pertain to all of the areas. 
II. VOCATIONAt GUIDANCE 
rable I shows that a large portion of the people took 
college preparation and general courses. Seventy-nine per 
cent of the subjects were enrolled in these curricula. There 
were 13 per cent more students in general curriculum than in 
colle7e preparation. Twenty-two per cent of the females were 
enrolled in commercial courses as compared with no males 
enrolled in these courses. There were 4 per cent of the 
female respondents who chose the vocational curriculum, and 
10 per cent of the male respondents chose the vocational cur­
riculum. 'rhe major difference in the 1964 study and the 1970 
study was the fact that more people were taking general courses 
and fewer people were taking commercial courses as indicated by 
35 per cent in '?sner3.1 and 2(3 per cent in commerCial courses in 
s 
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TABLS I 
PROGHAlvl POLLOINED BY 156 GR.ADUATES OP SOUTHEAST 
WARREN COM}ruNITY HIGH SCHOOL 
College 
Classification	 preparation Commercial General Vocational;. 
l'!um- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
bel' Cent bel' Cent bel' Cent bel' Cent 
1966 Graduates 13 41 3 9 13 41 3 9 
IVlale 7 1+1 0 0 7 41 3 18 
Female 5 33 3 20 6 40 1 7 
1967 Graduates 9 21+	 4 11 20 54 4 11 
~ 
J~'1ale	 6 27 0 13 59 l i+ 
F'emale 3 20	 4° 26 7 48 1 6 
1968 Graduates 18 41 6 14 16 36 4 9 
Male 11 48 0 0 9 39 3 13 
Female 7 33 6 29 7 33 1 .5 
1969 Graduates 12 28 -' 1 7 22 51 6 14 
Male 4 19 0 0 12 57 5 24 10 1	 5F'emale 8 36	 3 14 45 
0 0 71 46 17 11Total male 28 34 
16 22 30 41 3	 4Total female 24 33 
16 10 71 46 17 11Grand total 52 33 
Grand total of
 
1961-1964
 
study 38 30 35 ?8 44- 35 9 7
 
= 
more females in the 1970 study	 than in196Lt. Fourteen per cent 
the 196Lt study enrolled in general courses, 21	 per cent less
 
than in 1964-.
 
wore enrolled in	 commercial curriculum in 1970 
~·r·------------------4IIij
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Table II shows that 40 per cent of the respondents 
felt they received all the help they needed in choosing 
appropriate subjects, courses, and activities in high school. 
Fourteen per cent thought they received little or none of the 
help they needed. Answers for each type of response were the 
same for both the sexes. Responses to "All Help Needed" 
increased from 1966 to 1969, but the responses to "Li ttle or 
" p 1 11 • d hl,O .18 P remalne somew at constant. There is still 60 per 
cent of the students who are not receiving all the help they 
need in selecting subjects, courses, and activities. The 1964 
study showed that 64 per cent of the students were not receiv­
ing enough help in choosing subjects, courses, ~~d activities. 
This indicates that the graduates need more belp in choosing 
their courses than they ~re getting from the guidance counselor. 
Responses to the amount of help the students received 
from staff in determining tbeir vocational aptitUdes and 
interests are sbown inrable III. Forty-three per cent of the 
total respondents said they bad all the help they needed. This 
is a 14 per cent increase over the responses in the 1964 stUdy. 
There were 43 per cent of the respondents who had some help 
but DOt all of the help tbey needed. This was a 7 per cent 
increase in responses of those tbat bad had some help but not 
all the help they needed. Eleven per cent felt little or 
none of the help needed was riven. The female responses were 
a hirhsr per cent than male responses for each year except 
'_:5~~:,-------------------__1
 
TABLE II 
EXTENT OF H.ELP RECEIVED FROr1 STAFF IN CHOOSING 
APPROPRIATE SUBJECTS, COURSES, AND ACTIVITIES 
BY 156 GRfillUATES OF SOUTHEAST W~~REN 
COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL 
All Help Needed Some Help No Help 
Classification Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1966 Graduates 10 31 16 50 6 19 
Male 
Pernale 
4 
6 
24 
40 
10 
6 
59 
40 
3 
3 
17 
20 
1967 Graduates 
Male 
li'emale 
16 
9 
7 
43 
41 
47 
16 
10 
6 
43 
45 
40 
5 
3 
2 
14 
14 
13 
1968 Graduates 
r~ale 
Female 
15 
9 
6 
34 
39 
29 
24 
12 
12 
55 
52 
57 
5 
1 
4 
11 
9 
14 
<'p 
Cd 
1969 Graduates 
Hale 
i~emale 
21 
11 
10 
49 
52 
45 
15 
7 
8 
35 
33 
36 
7 
3 
4 
16 
15 
19 
Total 1'1'118 
Total Fern'lle 
33 
29 
40 
40 
39 
42 
48 
58 
10 
13 
12 
18 
Grand Total 62 40 71 L4- 6 23 14 ('co': 
Gr'IDd rot'll of 
1961-1961.1­ Study 45 36 62 49 19 15 
25
 
ASSISTANC.1£ HECEIVED .FROI'1 THH' qT~"T;'H' II·J D'."'Tf'lRMI'·TI"Prt. .... ....~ v .t1.J..J.. . .c., i!,.l 1'1 1\\ !'J l..I 
VOCArnONAL APT'ITUDES AND INTERESTS BY -... 
156 GRADUATES OP SOUTHEA.s'll l,'JAHR~N 
COMl~JNITY HIGri SCHOOL 
S!II! ; . .. 
= All Help Needed Some Help No Help 
Classi.fication Num- Per Num- Per NlJm- Per 
bel' Cent bel' Cent bel' Cent 
1966 Graduates 11 34 16 50 5 16 
Hale 7 41 9 53 1 6 
26Female 4 27 7 47 4 
1967 Graduates 19 51 15 41 3 S 
1'1ale 9 1+1 11 50 2 9 
~;lenJale 10 67 4 27 1 6 
7 161968 Graduates 18 41 19 42 1rIals 10 43 12 52 5 
Female B 38 7 33 6 30 
1969 Graduates 19 44 21 49 3 7 £:;'7 0 0I:> 11 e 9 L+.3 L~ /1 
,·'eena.le 10 45 a / L+.l 3 14 
~1 II Lj.f'ot9..1 l'~ale 35 43 44 /J -.­
rotal Fern a.le 32 )+1-~ 27 57 14 19 
le 11(Irma Total 67 43 71 1+6 
Grand Total of 
1961-1:}6L~ Study 36 29 ' '7b l c;'1jJ 23 1"0 
; ; 
"= 
! :=:= 
for the 1967 aduates . In 1967 the responses \~e,re almost the 
sarno for both sexes. The responses to the amount of help tbe 
their vocational aptitudesstudents received in determini 
lnd jnterests indic~te that Bom8 improvement had been made in 
there is an improvement, 57 per centthis area. ~von thou 
of the respondents are not recoivins all the help they need 
their vocational aptitudes and interests.
ll-j de torrnirl} 
~;%f-- --~----------------EIIIIIII
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The amount of information the respondents received in 
high schools concerning vocational information, such as types 
of jobs, preparation needed, and salaries received, is pre­
sented in T'.3ble IV. As in the 1964 study nearly one-half of 
all the students received some vocational informa tion but 
not all that they needed. Responses were not consistent to 
the response little or none of the help needed about voca­
tional information. The responses ranged from 25 per cent 
to 53 per cent, which is an increase in response to none of 
the help needed. The 1964 study revealed that 23 per cent 
felt little or no help was given in finding job information 
as compared to 37 per cent in the 1970 study. Respondents 
have felt they are receiving less help now with a full-time 
guidance counselor than tbey did when no help was offered 
in the form of a guidance counselor. Responses to all the 
help needed Here consistent vdth 17 per cent reporting they 
got all the help they needed. 
27 
TABLE IV 
QUM~TITY OF INFORMATION CEIVED IN HIGH SCHOOL BY 
156 GRADUATES OF' SOUTHEAST HARREN COt1HUNITY 
HIGH SCHOOL ON OCCUPATIONAL 
PHEPARATION 
Classification 
All Help 
:Hum­
ber 
Needed 
Per 
Cent 
Some 
Num­
ber 
Help 
Per 
Cent 
N.0 
Num­
ber 
Help 
Per 
Cent 
1966 Graduates 
Plala 
Female 
5 
3 
2 
16 
18 
13 
10 
5 
5 
31 
30 
33 
17 
9 
8 
53 
52 
54 
J967 Graduates 
Nale 
Female 
7 
3 
4 
19 
14 
27 
21 
9 
9 
57 
60 
60 
9 
2 
2 
24 
13 
13 
1968 
~1ale 
Graduates 6 
2 
14 
9 
21 
15 
48 
65 
17 
6 
38 
26 
Female 4 19 6 29 11 52 
1969 Graduates 
Hale 
Female 
9 
4 
5 
21 
19 
23 
20 
12 
8 
46 
57 
36 
14 
5 
9 
33 
24 
41 
'rotal jVlale 12 14 44 53 27 33 
Total Female 15 21 28 38 30 41 
Grand Total 27 17 72 46 57 37 
Grand rotal of 
1961-1964- Study 35 28 62 49 29 23 
;: , ! 
~~ir-;=-----------------_·.,
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'reg.ble v indicates the amount of information the 
respondents received on how to obtain and keep a job. The 
average of all responses showed that 33 per cent thought they 
got all or almost all the information that they needed and 
41 per cent felt that they got little or none of tbe help 
they needed. The 1964 study revealed that 39 per cent thought 
they got all or almost all of the help they needed and 17 per 
cent thought they received little or none of the help they 
needed. The male and female responses of the 1970 study were 
similar to those of the 1964 stUdy. As in Table IV respondents 
felt they were not receiving enough help, 41 per cent is a bigh 
per cent of responses for receiving little or none of the help 
needed. The highest per cent for receiving little or none of 
the help needed, was from the 1968 female ~raduates, 62 per 
cent felt they received little or none of the help needed in 
finding and keeping a job. The lOl-lest per cent '[>las the 1967 
female graduates, only 27 per cent felt they received little 
• h 
or D8ne of the help needed in finding and keeping a J Ova The 
male responses were relatively consistent through the table. 
"C'~i~·----------------- •••••••••__~1"
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TABLE V 
ANOUNT OF INS'.rRUCTION RECEIVED FROM STAF'F BY 156 
GRADUA1'ES OF' SOTJ'rHEAST 1tJARREN COf1J1mIfITY HIGH 
SCHOOL GRADUATES ON ACQUIRING ~WD 
HETAIlUNG JOBS 
All Help Needed Some Help No Help 
Classification Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1966 Graduates 10 31 7 22 15 47 
(~~ I~Male 4 24 4 '), 9 52 
Female 6 40 3 20 6 L~O 
1967 'J-radua tes 15 41 9 24 13 35 
rIale 6 27 6 27 10 46 
Female 9 60 3 20 3 20 
196<'3 Graduates 10 33 12 27 22 50 
Ilale 5 22 9 39 9 39 
Female 5 24 3 14 13 62 
1969 Graduates 16 37 12 28 15 35 
r"lale 6 29 9 42 6 29 
F'emale 10 45 3 14 9 L~l 
Total Nale 21 25 28 34 24 41 
rotal Female 30 41 12 16 31 43 
26 65 41}rand Total 51 33 40 
(}r" and Total of 
c::c:: 
// 4L~ 22 171961-1964 Study 49 39 
30 
Response to the amount of help received in deciding 
whether or not to go on to college or trade school after 
graduation is given in Table VI. Nineteen per cent felt they 
received little or no help in deciding to go on to college or 
trade school, as compared to 14 per cent in the 1964 study. 
There was an increase in the number of responses to all the 
help needed in that the 1964 study bad 35 per cent that felt 
tbey received all the belp needed in deciding whether or not 
to go on to college or trade school after graduation, and the 
1970 study revealed 46 per cent obtained all the help needed. 
~~ average of all responses showed that 81 per cent of the 
graduates received all or some of the help needed in deciding 
whether or not to go on to college or trade school. For each 
year' the male and female responses Here r>elatively close in 
regard to help received. The school can not make the decision 
of going to college for the student, but it should present 
information that can be of help tD the student making bis 
OGcision. 
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':rABLE VI 
DEGRtm OP GUIDANCE RECJ1:IVED BY 156 GRADUATES OF
 
SOUTHEAS'r ViAHREN COIvU,mNITY HIGH SCHOOL ON THE
 
DECISION TO A'I"rmW COLLE;GE OR TRADE SCHOOL
 
Classification 
All Help 
Num-
Needed 
Per 
Some 
Num-
Help 
Per 
No 
Num-
Help 
Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1966 Graduates 
I'1ales 
Females 
12 
6 
6 
38 
35 
40 
11 
6 
5 
34 
35 
33 
9 
c: 
./ 
4 
28 
30 
27 
1967 Graduates 
1:13.le 
Female 
26 
15 
11 
70 
68 
73 
7 
4 
3 
19 
18 
20 
4 
3 
1 
11 
14 
7 
1968 Graduates 16 36 22 50 6 14 
Nale 9 39 12 52 2 9 
Female 7 34 10 48 4 18 
1969 Graduates 18 42 15 34 10 24 
riale 9 43 7 33 r' ~ 24 
Female 9 41 8 36 5 23 
Total 1':'1le 39 47 29 35 15 18 
Total Female 33 45 26 36 l1t­ 19 
Grand Total 72 46 55 35 29 19 
:}r'1nd Total of 
1961-1964 Study 4l+ 3r J ::J 64 51 18 14 
=~. 
32 
;~;E£*r-p --------- _ 
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Table VIr reports the responses to the question "How 
much help did you get in finding a job or in finding out 
about job openings?". Sixty-one per cent of the graduates 
stated they received little or none of the help they needed 
and 27 per cent felt they received some of the help needed. 
Only 12 per cent felt they received all the help that they 
needed. Both male ro1d female respondents replied in the same 
manner on the total male and female averages. Twenty-nine per 
cent or the male graduates of 1969 thought tbey received all 
th e hel p t he:iT needed, Nb ile of the female grad ua tes in 1969 
only 9 per cent felt they received all the help they needed. 
It was indicated in the 1964 study that tours by seniors to 
large businesses in Des Moines were sponsored by the school 
for seniors. 
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TAJ3LE VII 
HELP r{I~ CT~I \n~~D .L .t.\J ,JOB PLACENSNT
 
BY 1.56 GRADUATES 0111 SOlJTHEAST
 
HARREN COHI'mNITY HIGH SCHOOL
 
Ttl! l"ROl1 GUIDANCE COUNSELOR 
; # :g: 
No Help Needed Some Help No Help 
Classification Dum- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1966 Graduates 6 19 4 12 22 69 
1,jale 4 24 1 6 12 70 
Female 2 13 3 20 10 67 
1967 Graduates 11 30 10 27 16 43 
1<1.113 4 18 8 36 10 46 
2 1~ 6 40jFemale 7 47 
1968 Graduates 4 9 15 34 25 57 
1o:ale 1 4 11 48 11 48 
19 67li'em ale 3 14 4 14 
1969 Graduates 8 19 13 31 22 .50 6 29 9 42Ea1e 6 29 
2 9 7 32 13 60Female 
Hrila1e 15 18 26 31 42 51Total
 
I'o tal F'ema1e 14 19 16 22 43 59
 
61Gr'lnd iro t[11 29 12 42 27 85 
}ra11(] L'otal of' 36 291961-196L1- Study 31.1- 27 S6 44 
: 
34 
_f?;C--------­
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Responses to the amount of help the graduates received 
from the high school in choosing a profession are displayed 
in Table VIII. Of all responses 25 per cent felt they 
obtained all or almost all the help they needed and 54 per 
cent indicated little or none of the help needed was 
received. The male and female responses were nearly the 
same for each response. Of the four years examined there 
was not a class that had higher than 30 per cent who believed 
they had received all help needed. There was not a definite 
trend over the four-year period. The number of people that 
indicated all the help needed was 7 per cent less in the 1970 
study than in the 1964 study. The per cent of people in the 
present study that reported little or none of the help needed 
was almost double the same response in the 1964 study. Mr. 
Sabot. pointed out the fact that females enter temporary 
professions and the decision of determining their life profes­
sion is not as important as it is for tbe male. The same fact 
could be drawn from this dati but the female responses were 
not as noticeably high in this study. 
:~;~t~;-P--------------------_••••••••_ ,.,.•. 
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TABLE VIII 
EXTENT 01" GUIDANCE RECEIVED IN CHOOSING A PROFESSION 
FROM GUIDMJCE COUNSELOR BY 156 GRADUATES OF 
SOUTREAST WARREN CO~4u~ITY 
HIGH SCHOOL 
Classification 
All HelE 
Bum-
bel' 
Needed 
Per 
Cent 
Some Help 
Num- Per 
bel' Cent 
No 
Num­
bel' 
Help 
Per 
Cent 
1966 Graduates 
1"Ial e 
Pemale 
6 
2 
4 
19 
12 
27 
12 
6 
6 
38 
35 
40 
14­
9 
5 
4-3 
53 
33 
1967 Graduates 
f11ale 
Female 
11 
r' 
:J 
6 
30 
23 
40 
13 
6 
7 
35 
27 
4-7 
13 
11 
2 
35 
50 
13 
1968 Graduates 
Male 
Female 
13 
7 
6 
30 
30 
29 
19 
11 
8 
43 
48 
38 
12 
5 
7 
27 
22 
33 
1969 Graduates 
1'f, ale 
Female 
9 
5 
4 
20 
24 
18 
19 
11 
8 
4J •'+52 
36 
15 
5 
10 
36 
24­
46 
Total 
Total 
]\1 ale 
female 
19 
20 
23 
27 
34­
29 
4-1 
40 
30 
24 
36 
33 
Grand Total 39 25 63 40 54 1"­J:J 
Grand Total of 
1961-l96L~ Study 4-0 32 57 45 29 23 
.. 3 
::; 
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III. CITIZENSHIP TRAINING 
The amount of help the graduates of the classes of 
1966, 1967, 1968, and 1969 of Southeast Warren Community 
High School received in citizenship training was shown in 
the response to the questions nine through eighteen. The 
grand total of the responses to the same ques tions in the 
1964 study are listed in the tables. The data for this study 
are presented by sex, year of graduation and total of all 
responses. 
Replies to the question concerning the wise spending 
of money, and how to get tbe most for your money are given in 
Table IX. 'The gr8.J.'1d total sbol4ed tbat 22 per cent felt they 
received all the help needed. Tbe 1964 study displayed the 
fact that 23 per cent had all the help needed. Both studies 
had similar distributions on some help but not all help 
needed and little or none of the help needed. Of the years 
studied, the 1966 and 1968 graduates were the most dissat­
isfied with how they were taught to spend their money. There 
was not a noticeable difference between the male and female 
responses except for the 1969 graduates where 41 per cent of 
the fomalos felt they had little or no help while only 10 
per I 01"ht rna1 e2 of 19b-, 9 l."e·lt trJey had Ii ttle or nocon C __ e 
help. 
~,~p---------------
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crABLE IX 
AHOUNT OF HELP RECEIVED FHOlVi STAF'F IN LEARNING TOBUY ',/\TISELY BY 156 GRADUA'r1~S Olit SOUTHEAST 
1u\lARREN C0Nl'1U1~ I TY HIGH SCHOOL 
Classification 
1966 Graduates 
Hale 
J:<'emale 
1967 Graduates 
Ivlale 
Female 
1968 Graduates 
1'1ale 
Female 
1969 Graduates 
I"1ale 
Perna.le 
Total Vale 
Tot.a1 F'ema1e 
Grand Total 
Grand Total 
1961-1964 Study 
:;; 
All Help Needed Some Help !{o Hell? 
Nurn- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent bar Cent ber Cent 
7 22 8 25 17 532 11 6 35 9 54
 
5 33 2 13 8 54
 
12 32 12 32 13 36
 
7 32 6 27 7 41
 
5 33 6 40 4 27
 
4 9 19 1-1-3 21 48 
2 9 10 43 11 48 
2 10 9 I-/-2 10 48 , 
c 
12 29 20 46 11 25
 
8 38 11 52 2 10
 
4 18 9 41 9 41
 
19 23 33 40 31 37 
16 22 26 36 31 42 
35 22 59 38 62 40 
..,,....

29 23 53 42 44 .J::
 
;~'~'._.------------------
Response to the amount of help sUbjects got in learn­
ing to manage their financial affairs is shown in Table X. 
Of all respondents only 17 per cent believed they had all the 
help they needed, a decrease from the 1964 study where 33 per 
cent of those respondents felt they had all the help needed. 
Thirty per cent felt they had little or none of the help 
needed as compared to 23 per cent in the 1964 study. The 
table shows that a much greater per cent did not have all the 
help needed, 83 per cent did not have all the help they needed. 
'be 1969 males felt they had the most help of any other grad­
uates, 91 per cent believed they bad all or some of the help 
n eded. Thore was no noticeable difference in the last year 
of females studied than any other year. l'!lr. Sobotka in the 
pointed out that the lack of experience with fin­
lYlCiSll affairs may have been a factor In their feeling that 
t 'oey aa l~_e or DO .ep.. ~-.h 1·' tl b 1 Tbe 190()1 regpoDdents had .J·ust0 
I, '"h l0t; t d d- DC. ·J"'18 lo/f)O/ .'.::fr·"o'uatesl:~T'adu3.ted 1tJl1en [, e ;04 s u y",ras 0. v.. C '- '-' 
in the 1970 study had been out of school one year when the 
questiDnnaire was cDmpleted. 
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'rABLE X 
ASSIS1'ANCE GIVEN BY THE STAPF' ON LEARNING "}'O rJjAHAGE
 
FIN~~CIAL AFFAIRS TO 156 GRADUATES OF SOUTHEAST
 
WARREN CO~~roNITY HIGH SCHOOL
 
Classification 
All Help 
Num-
Needed 
Per 
Some 
Num-
Hele 
Per 
No 
Hum-
Help 
Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1966 Graduates 5 16 15 47 12 37 
Hale 
Pemale 
4 
1 
27 
7 
7 
8 
41 
53 
6 
6 
32 
40 
1967 Graduates 
Male 
Pemale 
8 
6 
2 
22 
27 
13 
20 
11 
9 
54 
50 
60 
5 
5 
4 
25 
25 
27 
1968 Graduates 
}-1111e 
F'emlle 
3 
2 
1 
7 
9 
5 
24 
13 
11 
55 
57 
52 
17 
8 
9 
38 
34 
43 
1969 Graduates 
Hale 
Female 
10 
5 
5 
23 
24 
23 
24 
14 
10 
56 
67 
45 
9 
2 
7 
22 
9 
32 
Total 
'~'otal 
ale 
3.1e 
17 
9 
21 
12 
45 
38 
54 
52 
21 
26 
25 
36 
Jrand Total 26 17 83 53 47 30 
C}-r~md Total 
1961-196~- Study 1+.1 33 56 4Lj. 29 23 
<\_0--------- •....-.­
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Table XI depicts how much help the respondents had 
in learning to participate in the political processes. 
Forty-six per cent felt they received all the help needed 
while only 7 per cent believed they had little or none of 
the help needed. rbe males in the class of 1967 had a high 
percentage that believed they had all the help needed in 
political processes, 73 per cent thought they had all the 
help needed. The two studies were similar, but the 1964 
study continued to have a higher percentage of people who 
thought they had all the help needed. The 1968 graduates 
had more people who felt they received little or none of 
the help needed and a much lower per cent who thDught they 
had all or almost all of the help needed than any of the 
four years studied. 
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TABLE XI 
DEGREE OF INSTRUC'fION R.8CEIVED IN HIGH SCHOOL ON THE 
PHOCESS OF' VO'fING IN GOVERNrJIENT ELgCTIONS AND IN THE 
OPERATION 01" VARIOUS LEVELS OF GOVERm-js.;NT BY 156 
GHADUATES OF' SOUTHEAS'r HARREN COl1HUNITY 
HIGH SCHOOL 
All Help Needed = Some Help No Help 
Class Lficatian Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1966 Graduates 
I\ilale 
Female 
14 
8 
6 
44 
41.j.
40 
14 
6 
8 
4J.j. 
35 
53 
4 
3 
1 
12 
21 
7 
1967 Graduates 
r!Jale 
Female 
22 
16 
6 
59 
73 
40 
14 
5 
9 
38 
23 
60 
1 
1 
o 
3 
4 
o 
1968 Graduates 
Male 
Female 
13 
7 
6 
30 
30 
24 
25 
12 
13 
5752 
62 
6 
i+ 
2 
13 
18 
14 
1969 :lrad ua tea 
Hale 
Female 
22 
9 
13 
51 
43 
59 
20 
12 
8 
47 57 
37 
1 
o 
1 
3 
o 
4. 
'Total 
Total 
Hale 
Female 
40 
31 
35 
38 
42 
52 
8 
4. 
10 
6 
Grand Total 71 46 73 47 12 7 
iJra.nd Total of 
1961-1964 Study 51 58 46 4 
:. 
3 
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'rhe amount of help the respondents received in under­
s tanding vi tal social and economic problems is shown in 
Table XII. The grand total of all respondents has shown tba t 
34 per cent thought they received all the help needed in 
understanding current social and economic problems. 'rhis is 
Ie s s th an the pe r cent th at th ough t th ey received all the help 
they needed in the 1964 study. The 1969 graduates had the 
highest per cent for both males and females of any year. In 
the last two or three years there has been a great deal of 
controversy about racial issues which may have been discussed 
in sociology and government classes. These people may have 
obtained some ideas from class about the vital issues of 
today. The concern about racial and economic problems may 
not have been as great and not discussed as much by the 1966 
rTraduates. 
T)C~P--------------_·_
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'rABLE XII 
ExrrENT OF' l!:NLIGH'rEN1'1ENT OFFERED BY 'IRE STAFF' IN
 
UNDERS'rA.NDING CUHRENT \WRLD PROBLBHS TO 156
 
GHADUA'rES OP SOUTHEAST lt1ARREN 
CO~~mNI1~ HIGH SCHOOL 
=g I 4All Help Needed Some Help No Help 
Classification Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1966 Gradug,tes 12 31 13 40 7 29 
Male 7 41 6 35 4 24­
20F'ema1e 5 33 7 47 3 
1967 Graduates 15 40 20 52 2 8 
Male 9 L~l 11 50 2 9 0 0Female 0/ 40 q / 60 
1968 (}radua tea 8 14 26 60 10 26 
Hale 5 22 11+ 61 4 17 
12 6 29Female 3 14 57 
1969 Graduates 
I"1ale 
l"emale 
18 
9 
9 
40 
43 
1+1 
24 
12 
12 
51 
57 
54 
1 
1 
1 
9 
5 
5 
'l'otal 
Total 
r~ale 
Female 
30 
23 
36 
31 
43 
40 
52 
55 
10 
10 
12 
14 
Grand Total 53 31+ 83 53 20 13 
C:;-rand 'rotal of 
C'I 50 8 6 )0 631961-1964 Study 44 
44 
~f'f!··----------------__• 
The responses showing the amount of help they received 
in learning to live harmoniously with minority groups are 
shown in crable XIII. Of those reporting, 31 per cent stated 
they received all or almost all of the help they needed, but 
37 per cent revealed they had received little or none of the 
help needed. The 1964 study disclosed the fact that 90 per 
cent of the respondents had received some or all the help 
needed. In the present study only 63 per cent received some 
or all the help needed. Thirty-seven per cent in the present 
study as compared to 10 per cent in the 1964 study are obtain­
ing little or no help in living with minority races and 
religious groups. The 1969 graduates were the most satisfied 
with the help tbey were receiving. There is still a high per­
centage of the 1969 graduates tbat feel they are not prepared 
to live harmoniously with minority races and religious groups. 
One-half of the 1967 males felt they had no help. 
~}"i,_.-------------_•..-.. 
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TABLE XIII 
ASSISTANCE CaVEN IN HIGH SCHOOL IN LEARNING TO LIV'E 
H~~10NIOUSLY WITH MINORITY GROUPS TO 156 GRADUATES 
01:" SOU'rHEASl' vJARREN COV1HUNITY HIGH SCHOOL 
All Help Needed Some Help No Help 
Classification Nunl- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent bar Cent 
1966 Graduates 7 22 14 44 11 34 
Fale 2 12 10 59 5 29 
Female 5 33 4 27 6 40 
1967 Graduates 
f'7ale 
F'emale 
11 
8 
3 
30 
36 
20 
Q
/ 
3 
6 
24 
14 
40 
17 
11 
6 
46 
50 
40 
1968 Graduates 
l'1ale 
F'emale 
12 
~ 
27 
17 
38 
14 
10 
i+ 
32 
44 
19 
18 
9 
9 
41 
39 
43 
1 S~69 Graduates 
Tv; al e 
Female 
18 
9 
9 
42 
42 
41 
13 
/
0 
7 
30 
29 
32 
12 
6 
6 
28 
29 
27 
CT'otal 
Total 
r<ale 
Female 
23
-c:~./ 
28 
25 
29 
21 
35 
29 
31 
27 
37 
37 
Grand Total 48 31 50 52 58 37 
Grand Total of 
1961-196cl­ Study 67 53 J+ 7 37 12 10 
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A definite increase in the amount of help students 
acqui red jn solving everyday math ema tics pr'oblems is shown 
in Table XIV. Of the grand total of responses, 7~ per cent 
believed they had obtained all or almost all the help they 
needed. Only 7 per cent of all respondents thought little or 
none of the help needed had been given them. None of the 1966 
males or females and none of' the 1969 males thought they Here 
Riven little or none of the help they needed. Tbere was an 
increase of 17 per cent in total people responding over the 
1964 study in regard to receiving all of the help needed in 
solving everyday rna th pro blems. 'rhe 1968 gradua tea showed 
the lowest percentage of all four years with 52 per cent. 
Generally the male respondents thought they received a higher 
percent~ge of all the help needed but in the class of 1969 
tb(~ t'ornales had a higher percentage; they had 77 per cent, and 
the males had 71 per cent. As stated in the 1961+ study, all 
stJ ants are required to take at least one year of math­
ematics for graduation therefore all students are exposed 
tD SDme mathematics. 
'i~:~;F"--------------_·-
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'rABLE XIV 
A]\10UNT OFSDUCATION GIVEN BY INSTRU CTOHs IN HELPING
 
STUDENTS TO SOLVE KifERYDAY MATH PROBLEMS AS
 
EVALUATED BY 156 GRADUATES OF
 
SOUTHEAST WARREN COMMUNITY
 
HIGH SCHOOL
 
= 
= All Help Needed Some Help No Help 
Classification Nurn- Per Hum- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1966 Graduates 29 91 
-'
1 9 0 0 
1":3.1e 16 94 1 6 0 0 
2emale 13 87 2 13 0 0 
1967 Graduates 32 86 3 8 2 6 
)13.1e 20 90 1 5 1 5 
~,lemale 12 80 2 13 1 7 
1968 Graduates 23 52 15 34 6 14 
Hale 13 56 B 35 2 9 
192emale 10 48 7 33 4 
1969 '}radua tee 32 74 9 21 2 5 
nale 15 71 6 29 0 0 
2 10I~ern 9..1e 17 77 3 13 
16 19 J 4Total f'1i:il e 64 77 10/ 7 10rotal fi"enEl.le 52 71 H./- ­
Grand Total 116 74 30 19 10 7 
.}rar;d rota1 of 
.
c:
./ Lj.19b1-196!+ 3tudy 72 57 49 39 
:; 
~-;;;:.: : 
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of help 
rapidly and well. 
or almost 
thought they 
The grand 
Table XV reveals the response to the amount 
the graduates obtained in learning to read 
Of all responses 45 per cent thought they had all 
all the help they needed. Fourteen per cent 
received little or none of the help they needed. 
total of the 1964 study was 7 per cent less in the first 
response and 1 per cent greater in the last response. vmen 
comp2ring the present study with the 1964 study, females 
tended to have higher percentages than the males. Mr. Sobotka 
found the same results in his study. Forty-nine per cent of 
the female graduates obtained all or almost all the help they 
needed compared to 42 per cent of the male respondents. The 
1967 females had the highest percentages in that 60 per cent 
thought they had all or almost all the help needed, none of 
the females reported getting little or none of the help 
needed. The remainder of the classes replied they had little 
or no help at about the same percentages. The Southeast 
~arren school district had a remedial reading teacher for 
1 0:(two years, /00 and 1967, but does not employ a remedial 
reading teaoher at this time. 
--
TABLE: XV 
QUAl\frrrrY OF' ASSISTANCE PHOVIDED IN THE SCHOOL
 
LEARNING TO READ RAPIDLY AND HELL TO 156
 
GRADUATES OF SOUTHEAST WARREN
 
COf1I1UNITY HIGH SCHOOL
 
49
ON 
No HelD
. 
Num- Per
ber Cent 
: ; 
All Help Needed Some Help
.,.-r 
l\~Um-Classification Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent 
1966 Graduates 12 38 14 644 18 
rVJale 4 24 10 59 3 17 
Female 8 53 27 204 3 
1967 Graduates 20 54 14 38 83 
Hale 11 50 8 36 3 14 
Female 9 60 6 40 0 0 
1968 Graduates 19 43 18 41 7 16 
1'lale 10 43 10 43 3 14 
l<'emale 0/ 43 8 38 4 19 
1969 Graduates 20 47 18 42 5 11 
ale 10 /-1-1 9 43 2 10 
Female 10 L~5 9 41 3 14 
fatal 1<ale 35 42 37 45 11 13 
Total Pemale 36 49 27 37 10 14 
,'"1 ...<rrana Total 71 45 64 4.1 21 14 
'Jrand Total of 
'"'0/ 19 le;1961-1964 Study 45 38 ) 47 .-' 
iif~~---------------------_•••••••••_ 
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In Table XVI 58 per cent of the respondents felt they 
obtained all the help they needed to enable them to write 
letters effectively. In looking at the total male and total 
female responses, there has been a definite improvement in 
the number of people who feel they are getting all or almost 
all of the help they need. The total female graduates bad 70 
per cent that thought they had all or almost all of the help 
needed compared to only 3 per cent that had little or none of 
the help needed. Only 4 per cent of the grand total thought 
they had little or none of the help needed. The female grad­
uates consistently displayed higher percentages than did the 
male graduates. The females in the class of 1966 were the 
most satisfied. Kinety-three per cent revealed they had all 
the help needed and the other 7 per cent said they had some 
help but not all the help needed. 
C;§!~3--_---------- ._
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TABLE XVI 
DEGHJ:!:E OF HELP RECEIVED FROlVi TEACHERS ON LET'TER­
IlJHITnm BY 156 GRADUATES OP SOUTHEAST ltlARREN 
COY~UNITY HIGH SCHOOL 
= All Help Needed Some Help No HelpClaBsification Num- Per Num- Per Num- Perber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1966 Graduates 
Hale 
fi'emale 
22 
8 
14 
69 
47 
93 
9 
8 
1 
28 
47 
7 
1 
1 
a 
3 
6 
0 
1967 Graduates 
jVlale 
Female 
23 
12 
11 
62 
55 
73 
11 
7 
4 
29 
32 
27 
3 
3 
0 
8 
23 
0 
1968 Graduates 
l'jlal e 
J.<"emale 
23 
11 
12 
52 
48 
57 
20 
12 
8 
46 
52 
39 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
4 
1969 Graduates 
Tble 
Female 
22 
8 
14 
52 
39 
64 
19 
12 
7 
44 
57 
32 
2 
1 
1 
4 
4 
4 
Total 
Total 
Hale 
ale 
39 
51 
47 
70 
39 
20 
47 
27 
..­
~ 
2 
6 
3 
Grand Total 90 58 59 38 7 4 
Grand Total of 
1961-1961+ Study 52 41 66 52 8 ( 0 
Responses to how much help respondents got in learn­
ing to speak before groups of people with confidence and 
e~se are presented in Table XVII. One of the recommendations 
~r. Sobotka gave in his 1964 study was that speech be offered 
as a class. This was done and there has been some improve­
mBnt in the number of respondents who thought they received' 
all or almost all of the help needed. Twenty-four per cent 
indicated little or none of the help needed was given as 
compared to 21 per cent in the 1964 study. There was an 
increase in the number of people who bad no belp but many 
indicated help was available bad they taken advantage of it. 
The class of 1968 was the most displeased with the help they 
received, 39 per cent indicated little or no help was given. 
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TABLE XVII 
ASSISTANCE RECEIVED IN LEARNING ;m SPEAK BEFORE 
GHOUPS OE' PIWPLE vJITH CONFIDENCE AND EASE IN 
HIGH SCHOOL BY 156 GRADUA'rES OF
 
SOUTHEAST v.JARREN CONMUNI'ry
 
HIGH SCHOOL
 
-
Classification 
1966 Graduates 
jJla1e 
Female 
1967 Gradua tea 
[c;a1e 
?em'11e 
196E Gr'adua tes 
;;,;a1e 
t;lema1e 
1969 '1raduates
 
IvJa1e
 
Female
 
fotal Eale
 
To t '11 "em ale
 
f'o tal 
rand Total of 
1961-196i~ Study 
:. : 
All Help Naeded 
l'iurn- Per 
bar Cent 
11 34 
8 47 
3 20 
8 22 
..J 
c:' 23 
3 20 
11 2S 
6 20 
S 24 
1S 35 
B 38 
7 32 
21 33
In() 25 
L~S 29 
24 19 
Some Help No Help 
"',! Perl~um-N'iim"= Per 
ber Cent ber Cent 
16 50 5 16 
186 35 3 
10 67 2 13 
22 59 7 19 
14 64 3 13 
I8 53 4- 27 
16 36 17 39 
8 35 9 39 
8 35 8 38 
20 47 8 18 
8 38 S 24 
12 5$ 3 13 
20 2436 43 
38 52 17 23 
)'74 47 37 -4 
217C:
./ 60 27 
':~~-
-------------------."~"\~.• 
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Table~JIII displays the amount of help the former 
students acquired in understanding democracy and the 
democratic procedures. Of all graduates reporting, 51 per 
cent believed they received all or almost all of the help 
needed. In the 1964 study 44 per cent felt they had all the 
help needed. The responses of the 1967 graduates indicated 
they were the most pleased with the help they received, none 
of those graduates said they had little or none of the help 
needed. As was true in the 1964 study, more male respondents 
revealed the y had a 11 or almos t all of the help needed than 
did the females. This table does show that only 3 per cent 
of those who reported are receiving little or none of the help 
needed, which as compared to the other tables is a very low 
percentage. These facts do reveal that most of the former 
grad UB. te s have recei ve d s ufficien t inforrnati on on unders tand­
inp: democ racy and the democratic procedures. 
.....
 
DEHOCRACY 
OF 
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TABLE XVIII 
AEOUNT OF' HELP OBTAINED IN UNDERSTANDING
 
AND DEIv;OCF1ATIC PHOCgDURES BY 156 GRADUATES
 
SOUTHEAST WARREN COMMUNITi HIGH SCHOOL
 
All Help Needed Some Help No HelpClassification Num- Per Nurn- Per Num- Per
.,be.t;: Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
10)00 Grad ua tea 18? I 57 13 41 1 2J'hle 10 59 6 36 1 5Female 8 53 7 47 0 0 
1967 Graduates 22 60 15 40 0 0 
Hale 13 59 9 41 0 0 
l i1emale 9 66 0 I 40 0 0 
1968 Graduates 17 39 24 54 3 7 
Hale 11 48 10 43 2 9 
Female 0 I 29 14 67 1 5 
1969 Graduates 22 51 19 244 5 
J'hle 11 52 10 48 0 0 
, 1l' ema. e 11 51 9 244 .5 
Cfl .J.. 1LOua.L Hale 45 54 35 42 ~ 4 
Total emale 34 !+7 36 49 3
.-' 
4 
Grand Total 79 51 71 46 0( 3 
Grand To'c '.11 of 
1961-1964 Study 55 J+4 68 55 1 1 
::- -: 
"~({'il·_------------------__•••••••I_
-",-, - -, 
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IV. PERSONAL SOCIAL DEVELOPlv1ENT 
The amount of help the 1966, 1967, 1968, and 1969 
graduates of Southeast Warren Community High School received 
in their personal social development is displayed by their 
responses to the following questions. Each response has been 
tabulated according to sex and year of graduation. Also shown 
in the table is the grand total of responses in the 1964 study. 
Re sp ons e to the amount of help received in developing 
sound moral and spiritual values in high school is shown in 
Table XIX. 30th studies exposed the same percentages, each 
having 35 per cen t that fel t they received all or almos tall 
the help they needed. Although those responses reporting all 
help needed "'Jere the same, those vn th li ttle or none of the 
m,help needed tvere double those in the 1964 study. 1.nose stu­
dents most displeased with the help received were the 1966 
1 o:rad t es. in"-_he 1968 ~raduat£>v.s p.. er cents ,-lere IOHorma~e ua 
than the other three classes reporting. 'I'he development of 
s~und moral and spiritual values must be emphasized in eacb 
class . Spiritual values can not be taugb t in the public 
should be devel oped .schools t)U t [lloral values C9.1l and 
<;'-----------­
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TABLE XIX 
EX1'ENT OF' HELP HECEIVED FROB F'ACULTY IN DEVELOPING 
SOU}\TD IV10RAL AND SPIRI'rUAL VALVES IN HIGH SCHOOL 
BY 156 GRADUATES OF SOUTHEAST ifJARREN 
COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL 
Classification 
All Help Needed 
Num- Per 
ber Cent 
~'orne 
Num­
ber 
Help 
Per 
Cent 
No 
Num­
ber 
Help 
p
- er 
Cent 
1966 Graduates 
Male 
Ii'emale 
11 
3 
8 
34 
18 
53 
12 
7 
5 
38 
41 
33 
9 
7 
2 
28 
t~l 
U~ 
1967 Graduates 
Hale 
Female 
18 
12 
/
0 
49 
55 
t~o 
12 
8 
4 
32 
36 
27 
7 
2 
5 
19 
9 
33 
1968 Graduates 
Hale 
F'emale 
11 
~ ;, 
6 
25 
22 
29 
20 
11 
10 
45 
43 
48 
13 
8 
5 
30 
35 
23 
1969 Graduates 15 35 18 42 10 23 
r'1ale 6 29 ,­b 27 7 32 
J<'ema 1e 9 41 6 27 7 32 
I'otal l\;al e 26 31 37 45 20 24 
Total l,lemale 29 40 25 34 19 26 
Grand Total 55 35 62 40 39 25 
'frana I'o tal of 
1961-196L~ Study 44 35 66 52 16 13 
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Table XX depicts the amount of help the graduates 
received in developing good health habits while in high 
school. or the grand total of graduates, 47 per cent thought 
they received all or almost all of the help needed as compared 
with 52 per cent in the 1964 study. A much higher percentage 
of those exarrined in this study felt they had little or none 
of the help needed than did those in the 1964 study. There 
was an extreme difference in the male and female respondents 
in the class of 1966. Eighty per cent of the females felt 
they had all the help needed while only 47 per cent of the 
males thought they had all the help needed. The 1968 grad­
uates were the most dissatisfied with the belp they received, 
only 30 per cent indicated they bad all the help they needed. 
There seemed to be a consistent decrease in the number of 
peop10 who thoutht they had all the help they needed in 
developing good health habits. Part of the decline in good 
health habits may be due to the fact that the health class 
was discontinued in 1966. 
'" 
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TABLE XX 
ASSIS'l'AHCE RT~CEIVED FROlvJ THE SCHOOL CONCERNING GOOD
 
HEALTH HABITS BY 156 GRADUATES OF SOUTHEAST
 
WARREN COM~r~iITY HIGH SCHOOL
 
;r
All nelp Needed Some He p No Help 
Classi.fication Nurn- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1961-1961+ Study 
1966 Graduates 
!'iale 
Female 
20 
8 
12 
63 
47 
80 
3 
2 
1 
9 
12 
7 
9 
7 
2 
28 
41 
13 
1967 :}raduates 
1<ale 
Female 
22 
12 
10 
59 
55 
67 
10 
8 
2 
27 
36 
13 
5 
2 
3 
14 
9 
20 
1968 Graduates 
Hale 
Female 
13 
7 
6 
30 
30 
29 
16 
9 
9 
36 
40 
43 
It;
--' 
9 
6 
3/+
40 
28 
1969 Graduates ):1'11 e 
"emale 
19 
10 
a 
J 
4L!­
48 
41 
18 
8 
10 
42 
38 
1+5 
6 
3 
3 
14 
lL+. 
14 
1'0 tal 
rotal 
ale 
Female 
37 
37 
45 
50 
25 
22 
30 
30 
21 
14 
25 
20 
}rmd Total 74 47 47 30 35 23 
GraIld Total of 
65 52 49 38 12 10 
-----------
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Opinions pertaining to the amount of help the 
res pond en ts obtained in s DIving their' pers onal fears and 
pers anal problems are gi ven in Table XXI. A mere 20 per 
cent of all respondents thought they had all the help they 
needed as compared wi tb 45 per cent that felt they had 
little or no help. The class of 1966 was the most di8­
pleased with the help they received, 65 per cent indicated 
little or no help was given in solving their personal fears 
and problems. 'v"lhen comparing the 1961-1. study and the present 
study, the female responses were consistently higher in all 
cases to receiving all or almost all the help they needed 
than the male responses. The females having a higher per­
cont'lge is rather unique in that many female respondents 
commented tha t the school should have a Homa.n counselor. 
en the 196~ study was done the school did not have a full­
' 1 ~;1·nv0e 19(J~to ~ full-time counselor bas been 
employed but no noticeable improvement bas been made in help­
in UJ C s tudcmts vJi tb their personal fears 3.nd personal 
pro 01 orns • 
t-],me COUrJ2C.OT'. _ _, =-<. 
--------------
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TABLf~ XXI 
Al'lOUNT OF H.E:LP R;:~CEIVED I<'HOM COUNSELOR AND 3TA1;I1" IN 
SOLVING PJ:.:RSONAL PEARS AND P!:~RSONAL PROBLB1"jS BY 
156 GRADUA'r,::S OF SOUTHEAS'r 1dARREN 
COHlViONITY HIGH SCHOOL 
All Help Needed Some Help No HelE 
Class ifica tj_on Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1966 Jraduates 
l·lal e 
";-'emale 
1967 Gradu3.tes 
>Tale 
~;'em:lle 
1968 Graduates 
Eale 
Female 
1969 3-raduates 
1'la1e 
?ema1e 
atal r/ale
 
rotal L"emale
 
Jrand 'To tal 
:.} f" 111 d Total in 
1 61-196)+ Study 
~ 
c-, 
.-' 
1 
4 
12 
7 
c:: 
.-' 
5 
2 
3 
9 
4 
5 
14 
17 
31 
38 
16 
5 
27 
32 
32 
33 
12 
9 
14 
21 
19 
23 
17 
23 
20 
30 
6 
4 
2 
13 
7 
6 
20 
10 
10 
16 
8 
8 
29 
26 
55 
r:::
--,,0 
= 
19 
24 
13 
36 
32 
40 
45 
43 
48 
37 
38 
36 
35 
36 
35 
4tj. 
21 
12 
a 
/ 
12 
8 
4 
10 
11 
8 
18 
9 
9 
40 
30 
70 
32 
;::: 
65 
71 
60 
32 
36 
27 
43 
48 
38 
42 
43 
41 
48 
41 
Lj.5 
26 
;
-: :;:;= 
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Table XXII depi c ts the amoun t of help tbe graduates 
received with their personal appearance and manners. The 
pr'8s ant stud y and the 1964 S Gud y have nearly the 8 arne per­
een Gages in regard to all or almos t all of the help needed. 
rwenty-three per cent indicated little or no help as compared 
to 12 per cent in the 1964 study. The class of 1966 had 91g­
ni fi cant con tras t between the respons es of th e females and 
the responses of the males. Fifty-two per cent of the 1966 
m~les felt they had little or no help with their personal 
appearance and manners 1Nhile 60 per cent of the females fel t 
they had all the help needed. The males in the claas of 1967 
thouc:'ht the,) had all the help they needed \..Jhich 1,1a8 13 per 
cent more than the females. In the rest of the class, the 
females felt they had more help with their personal appear­
ance and mwners than did tbe males. 
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TABLE XXII 
l~X1'E:NT 01" ASSISTiU~CE IN LEARNING TO INPROVE PEHSONAL
 
APPEARANCE Al~D IvIAmmnS BY 1.56 GRADUA'J1ES 01"
 
SOUTHEAST ~;JARREN Cm!J1JIUNITY HIGH SCHOOL
 
-
- All HelE Needed Some Help No Help 
Classification Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1966 Graduates 14	 44 7 23 11 33 18	 52f''1ale 5	 30 3 9 
9 60	 27 2 13l"emale	 4 
1967 Graduates 20	 54 12 32 ~ 
r' 14 
60 32 2 81"1ale	 13 7 20Female 7	 47 5 33 3 
12 271968 Graduates 18	 41 14 32 ~ 228 35 10 43 -'lIale 
10 48 4 19 7 33Female
 
8 18
1969 Graduates 18	 42 17 40 2u10 43 4r13.1e 7	 33 32Female 11	 50 7 4 18 
Total l';al e 33	 40 30 36 20 24 20 27 16 22Total Female 37 51 
36 23 
,} r::.u1 d Total 70	 1+5 50 32 
:~rand Total of	 12j6 44 56 44	 14­1961-1964 Study 
-- ;
_! 
:: 
•
 
The amount of help the graduates received in gaining 
self-confidence and emotional control is shown in Table XXIII. 
Of the grand total reporting, 34 per cent thought they received 
all or almost all the help they needed, ~Dd 23 per cent 
rep orted th e y had lit tIe or none of the help needed. The 1964 
study revealed that 37 per cent of all those reporting had all 
or almost all the help they needed while only 11 per cent had 
little or none of the help needed. Again the present stUdy 
has shown the students are not receiVing as much of the help 
needed as the graduates of 1961 through 1964. The first 
response did show a consistent increase in all the help 
needed over the four-year period studied. The 1966 class 
displayed the least satisfaction in the help they received 
in dovelopin[ self-confidence and emotional control, 37 per 
cent said they had little or no help. 
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TABLE XXIII 
DEGREE OF HELP HECEIVED FH0l1 HIGH SCHOOL IN GAINING 
SELF-CONFIDENCE AliD ~10TIONAL CONTROL BY 156
 
GHADUA'I'ES OF SOUTHEAST i,JARREN Cm·1f1UNI'rY
 
HIGH SCHOOL
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Responses to the amount of help the graduates received 
in developing any special talents they may have had are 
disclosed in Table rKIV. Of all respondents, 48 per cent 
oelieved they received all or almost all of the help they 
needed and 21 per cent thought they obtained li ttle.or none 
of the help needed. The 1964 study revealed that 39 per cent 
thought they received all the help needed and 18 per cent 
felt they had little or none of the help needed. The females 
in the 1967 class were the least satisfied, 40 per cent felt 
they had no help at all and only 27 per cent felt they 
received all the help they needed. No one class stood out 
as not receiving enough help or receiving all the help they 
needed. As in the 1964 study the Southeast Warren Community 
High School extracurricular program includes: an extensive 
sports program for both boys and girls, a vocal and instru­
mental music program with individual and group participation, 
and dramatic activities that include plays and individual 
speech activities. 1<1". Sobotka stated that an intrarnural 
pro ram might be initiated, and that art and music programs 
could be e anded. The music and art progr'ams have been 
expa.nded, but tbe intramural prorrrarn has not been expanded 
. 1 d tOn pr ram as a classto t11 Uc b d e g r ee • '~' he ph YS1 cae ucal0 
. 't~ ~o develo" the 0hy Q icaldoes have .:1 variety of actlvlles v t -J [.J ~ 
lonts of the students. 
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TABLE XXIV 
A1'fJOUNT OF' 
TALEHT 
HELP HECBIVED IN DEVELOPING ANY SPECIAL 
(IJiUSIC, A..l1r, SPORTS, \"1RITING) BY 156 
GRADUN]~lES OF SOUTHEAST i,rlARREN 
CONHUNITY HIGH SCI100L 
== All Help Needed Some Help No Help 
Classification Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1966 Graduates 16	 50 9 28 7 22 
41 6 24lvJ.ale 7 35 4 
li'ema1e 9 60 3 20 3 20 
1967 Gradua tes 17 44 12 32 9 24 
Hale 13 57 7 30 3 13 6 40F'emale 4	 27 5 33 
196B Graduates 17	 39 16 36 11 25 2230 )l[ale 11	 48 7 6 
~ 
296 29 9 42F1emale 
1969 Graduates 25	 58 11 26 7 16 8 38 3 14 l~ale 10	 48 Il (, q. 18otl	 14~;'emale 15	 3 
18LI-9 28 33 151'otal f-iale 41 20 27 19 26 Total F,::;male 34	 47 
21I n7"	 48 31 34 f) 4-0Grand iotal 
,,} 1-") :111 d Total of 1839 54 43 231961-1961.1- :Jtu0.Y 49 
: 
6B 
iI'able XXV discloses the amount of help the graduates 
receivad in learning to appreciate the beauty of art, music, 
literature, and nature .I'l>1enty-six per cent of all the 
respondents felt they received all or almost all of the help 
they needed a...'1d 39 per cent stated they received little or 
nanG of the help needed. The 1968 graduates were the least 
satisfied with the help they received, only 14 per cent felt 
they had all the help they needed. 'The other three years, 
1966, 1967, and 1969 replied as classes very similarly, their 
per cents 1tlere 31 ,30, and 32, respectively. There l<laS a 
sligh t improvement in the number of people vlOO felt they had 
all the help they needed. The 1964 study revealed 23 per 
cent had all the help they needed and 22 per cent had Ii tttle 
or none of the help needed. Fifty-one people reported tbey 
received little or no help in learning to appreciate art, 
music, literature and nature. This is saying that the school 
i2 very lax in helpinG the students in this area. 
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TABLE XXV 
0 ·'1 ·S·"I"'"'··C·''''' RP'-'I'[,~X'CEr~rr .l~ f~ ;,) :::iL./i..l~ ~ L'.. C,':!.. V.l:W IN LEARNING TO APPRECIitrE
 
TITE BEAlJ'ry nq Al11', MUSIC, LITERATURE, AND NkrURE
 
FHOI'l S'I'APP BY 156 GRADUATES OF SOUTHEAST
 
WARREN COW~m~ITY HIGH SCHOOL
 
Classif'ica tieD 
,.iUl Help Needed 
Num- Per 
ber Cent 
Some Help
Num- Per 
ber Cent 
No 
Irum­
ber 
Help 
Per 
Cent 
1966 Graduates 
Nale 
F'emale 
10 
['
::J 
5 
31 
30 
33 
9 
6 
3 
28 
35 
20 
13 
6 
7 
41 
35 
47 
1967 Graduates 
IvIale 
l;'emale 
11 
c'
:J 
6 
30 
23 
40 
14 
11 
3 
38 
50 
20 
12 
6 
6 
32 
27 
40 
1968 Graduates 
Hale 
l-i'emale 
6 
2 
4­
14 
9 
19 
22 
12 
10 
50 
52 
48 
16 
9 
7 
36 
39 
33 
1969 Graduates 
I\~ale 
ale 
14 
6 
" u
32 
29 
36 
19 
9 
10 
44 
4-2 
46 
10 
6 
4­
24­
29 
l Q u 
r 'otal 
Total 
T'<a18 
Female 
18 
23 
22 
31 
38 
26 
' fLj.o 
36 
27 
24­
32 
33 
(, ,.,\Jrana Total 41 26 69 41 51 33 
C;rand Total of 
1961-196L~ E;tudy 29 23 69 55 28 22 
I!li •
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The amount of help the respondents received in prepar­
ing themselves for marriage and homemaking is depicted in 
Table XXVI. Only 21 per cent of all graduates reported 
getting all or almost all the help they needed while 3S per 
cent said they received little or none of the help needed. 
A mere 11 per cent of all the male graduates stated they 
had all or almos t all the help needed and S4 per cent stated 
they had little or none of the help needed. The total female 
responses to having all or almost all the help needed was 
someHhat higher in that 37 per cent felt they had all of the 
help needed. The 1968 graduates were the least satisfied, 
only 9 per cent felt they had all the help they needed, 
and 50 per cent stated they had little or none of the help 
needed. Of the 1968 respondents, 75 per cent felt they 
received little Dr none of the help needed. The female per­
centages were consistently higher than the males. This may 
be due to tho trainins they receive in borne economics class. 
E
 
if 
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tABLE XXVI
 
l~SISTN~CE RECEIVED FROM TEE STAFF IN PREP~~ING FOR 
l'IAHIUAGE AND HOHEHAKING BY 156 GRA,DUA'rES OP 
SOUTHEAST WA.RREN COIlll1UNITY HIGH SCHOOL 
m
 
~--------.-
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Opini Dns concerning the amount of help received in 
learning to use their leisure time vlisely is given in Table 
XXVII. Of all the responses, 24 per cent of the graduates 
th a l1(:-'h t th oy had all or almos t all the help they needed and 
32 per cent felt they had little or none of the belp needed. 
The 1964 study pointed out that 38 per cent of the respondents 
received all or almost all the belp needed, and 21 per cent 
felt they had little or none of the help needed. Again the 
table reveals that the school is not preparing the graduates 
as \'Jell as Hhen the 1964 study was completed. The 1968 and 
the 1969 graduates seemed to be the most displeased with the 
help they were given. None of the 1969 males indicated they 
had all of the help needed and 41 per cent of the 1968 grad­
uates related that little or none of the help needed was 
gi ven them. The h/ise use of leisure time is becoming more and 
more important 1t!i tb the lmrk weel{ becoming shorter. The 
school can help to prepare the graduate to make good use of 
his leisuro time. 
-----------
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'IJ ABLE XXVI I 
AMOUNT O1i1 HELP OBTAINED PROr1 rrHE STAPF IN LEARNING TO 
USE L.l:~ISUR6 TD1E 'tJISELY BY 156 GRADUATES OF
 
SOUTHEAST HAHREN COMI'lliNITY HIGH SCHOOL
 
:: i$l:;; ; 
= All Help Needed Some Help 
Num- Per Bum- PerClassification 
ber Cent ber Cent 
1966 Graduates 7 22 14 44 
3 18 5 29lc1ale 
Female 4 27 9 60 
1967 Graduates 12 32 17 45 8 35 10 43Hale 
Female Ii- 27 7 46 
1968 Graduates 12 27 11+ 32 17 10 441'/1ale 4 
8 38 4 19Female 
16 23 531969 Graduates 7 
0 0 11 52Male 32 12 54F'emale 7 
18 36 43l'otal 1\1ale 15 31 32 44­Total ale 23 
24 68 44Grand Total 38 
, l. 
38 52 41::J·rand Total 
0""

1961-196L~ Stud;i i.~ 7
 
No.Help 
Num- Per 
ber Cent 
11 34 
9 53 
2 13 
9 23 
5 22 
4 27 
18 41 
9 39 
9 43 
13 31 
10 48 
3 111'-r 
33 39 
18 25 
51 32 
27 21 
----------...
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As s tateo in the 1964 study, 'rable YJCVIII is not 
directly related to the subject, but merely relates how well 
the respondents thought their high school education prepared 
them for their future. Of all the respondents, 17 per cent 
felt the school prepared them very well and 63 per cent thought 
their high school education had prepared them fairly well. 
~hese percentages were lower than those of the 1964 study. In 
the 1964 study, 32 per cent thought their high school prepared 
them very well and 62 per cent thought the school had prepared 
them fairly well. There were 15 per cent in the present study 
Hho felt their high school had prepared them poorly and 5 per 
cent who thought their school had prepared them very poorly. 
In this section of the study the percentages of all the 
responcen.'t S ',Jere h" oa11 in the 1964 stUdy. TheL,l.gner t' 1964 stUdy 
revealed that six per cent thought their high school had pre­
pared them poorlj and none tbougbt their scbool had prepared 
the v ry poorly. e l ~re SUus ~01. thl'Sc, table indic~to that 
the recent raduates of Southeast Harren Community High 
not as satisfied with how the school is preparing 
e 
----------
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1'ABLE XXVIII 
;ro vJHAT DEGW:;T~ DO YOU THFNK YOUR HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION
 
P AGED YOU l"OR 'rttE (?UTURE BY 156 GRADUA'I'ES
 
O? SOUTEI~A_,T' VJAHREN C01V]1'1UNITY HIGH SCHOOL?
 
= l"airly = Very 
:; 
Very idell 'jiell Poorlx PoorlyClassification Num- Per Num- Per Nuro- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1966 Graduates 
1\:'118 
Female 
2 
2 
0 
6 
12 
0 
20 
9 
11 
63 
54 
73 
8 
4 
4 
25 
22 
27 
2 
2 
0 
I 
0 
12 
0 
1967 Graduates 
Hale 
Female 
c: 
./ 
4 
1 
14 
18 
7 
27 
14 
13 
73 
63 
86 
2 
1 
1 
5 
5 
7 
3 
3 
0 
8 
14 
0 
1968 Graduates j\!lale 
Female 
11 
6 
c: 
./ 
25 
26 
24 
22 
13 
q 
I 
50 
57 
43 
8 
3 
5 
18 
13 
24 
~ 
.-I 
1 
2 
7 
4 
9 
1969 Graduates 
1:'11e 
ale 
~1 
L) 
7 
1 
19 
33 
-' ~ 
30 
12 
18 
70 
57 
81 
5 
2 
~ 
.-I 
11 
10 
14 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Total 
Total 
::.ale 
Fomale 
19 
7 
23 
0 
I 
! Q
4- U 
51 
58 
70 
10 
13 
12 
If:<u 
6 
2 
7 
3 
Grand 1'0 tal 26 17 99 63 23 
Ie;
--' 
S c: 
./ 
_~rand ::'otal of 
1961-1 6t~ ""'l" j '! .:J1~UOY L~O 32 70 i ,j 62 7 
6 0 0 
:::::.....,... 
L.
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Table XXIX indicates the number of respondents that 
have furthered their education since graduation. Of all the 
responses, 54 per cent of those who reported had received 
education above tbe high school level, this was 3 per cent 
more than tbose who had furthered their education in the 1964 
study. III". Sobotka related in the 1964 study that a higher 
p8rGGnt3..r~e of the male respondents attended college than did 
the female respondents. This was also true in the present 
of the males attended furtherthat 55 per cent stu d Y in 
of the females attended fQrtherand 4-9 per cents cooaling 
schDoling. 
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NUHB.:n 0[,1 PEOPLE HIlO AT'rli:~DED A COLLEGE, TRADE SCHOOL, 
;3U 31 NESS SCHOOL, ~WHSES TRAINDW, OR ANY OTHER 
SCHOOL SIl'JCE GRADUATION J AS INDICATED BY 156 
GHADUA:rES OF SOUTHEAST itlARREN C01J1NUNITY 
HIGH SCHOOL 
= :; 
Clas s ific a tion 
1966 Graduates 
l1ale 
Female 
1967 Graduates 
liale 
Female 
196 (~raduates
 
Hale
 
[i'ema1e 
19691r'ld uates
 
V'11e,
 
m'lle
 
" +-. I 11010 'J a ~L
 
To t.ll male
 
~rand rot'll 
(, r an c3 Cot a 1 0 f
 
19C1-1:j64 StLldy
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v • .sUHr·lAI1Y 
As a means of determining how well the Southeast Warren 
Community High School graduates were prepared in the areas of 
vocational guidance, citizenship training, and personal social 
development, a questionnaire Has devised and sent to 199 grad­
uates of the high school. Of the questionnaires sent, 156 were 
completed and returned. The returned questionnaires l-18re 
analyzed and the data were placed in tables. In the following 
section a brief summary of the data will be given. 
The first eight questions pertained primarily to voca­
tional guidance. The responses to the first eight questions 
were averaged together to get a picture of the over-all 
Gui,LLYJce program. Response to the amount of help the 
respondents received in the various areas of vocational 
flU id anc e Has very inc ons is ten t. The range of the responses 
to receivi all or almost all the help they needed in all 
que 8 ti on S vJd.S from 12 per cent to 46 per cent. 'rhe area the 
praduates indicated receiving the least help in was finding 
a job and finding out about job openings. An average of 31 
per cent indicated they received all or almost all the belp 
· . a total ner cent similar tothey needed. The 1964 study Ilad . ~ 
PAr cent indicated having allthe present study. Thirty-t~.Jo - .
 
or almos t all tho twlp needed. rhe range in obtaining some
 
25 per cent to 4, D, help but not all the help needed was from 
1")er c"ntJ , [. "1''1L' '-' t11Dret ",i'l'C_ t"1 __ 'ln1Y1En..rhat....'-,.... \.Iv l. 
~------_.-
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for receiving all or almost all the help needed. This indi­
cates an average of 38 per cent of the graduat'as . 
- recelved 
some help but not all the help needed. The 1964 study 
r Avealed that 48 per cent of rh, e~ v_ graduates received some of 
the help but not all of the help needed. The responses to 
receiving little or none of the help needed had the greatest 
range. rh e rang e of the responses to receiving little or 
none of the help needed was from 11 per cent to 61 per cent 
or an average of 31 per cent who felt tbey received little or 
nDne of the help needed. The per cent of respondents who felt 
they had little or none of the help needed was much greater 
in this study than in the 1964 study. The 1964 study had 
only 20 per cen t of the respondents who felt li ttle or nODe 
of the help needed was given. Of all graduates 69 per cent 
indicated they were not receiving all the help they needed 
in regard to vocational guidance. 
(illBstions nine through ei.ghteen 1rJere concerned T.-Jitb 
citizenship training. sponses to questions pertaining 
to citizenship training revealed more . t than didinconS1S 'ancy 
tho questions 'loout vocational euidance. The range of 
olmost all the help needed Nas re s p:;n s e s to rcc<3ivinC': 3. 11_ o. r "" 
an over-all average offrom 17 p r cent to 74 per cent rivin 
01 "' t' . ·tuo'"r:J that hadarea -rns Sthe only41 P"r' cen t. 
a.n over-all h:i. her 
1,Jhere 40 
---------
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per cent had all help. Eighteen per cent thought they had 
haa little or none of the help needed compared to 13 per 
cen t in th e 1964 study. The areas the grad uates displayed 
the highest percentages in haVing all or almost all the help 
needed were: learning to participate in political processes, 
solving everyday math problems, learning to write letters 
effec tivel y, and und e rS tanding d emoe racy and democratic 
procedures. 
Data from questions nineteen to twenty-seven display 
the amount of' belp the graduates felt they received concern­
ing the aspects of personal social development. The responses 
to the questions about personal social development were also 
inc ons is ten t, t be y ra..Y1ged from 21 per cent to 48 per cent for 
those who believed they had all or almost all the help needed. 
The difference in per cents for those who thought they bad 
Ii ttle or none 0 the belp needed Has 21 per cent to 1.1.5 per 
~ gradu9.t'Hi th"_,lS suoy'.,Here "atl'!'lfied most Hithcent. 'the es t c)' ~ 
the arC:1S of: developing good health habits, improving per-
theappreClave 'd""l-'al 'In'')'~'lY'fl'n'~'e "'''0' y,,"nnf-']Y>q ano learnincq to • J. GU J'-- .. ':'l~'l \J, .. ..l.'."!,,~ .... oJ . ...:t_'.! . !,'l...:l; _ .I.'<.J'.L ..... , 
In the remainderbeauty 'v'l" "rt yn'l<1J..-' C Ii tora ture arId nature. 
'"," " '" ,_ u , 
'1 :.'.'j·v",'relv'"'oment 6L~ per cent orof tho topics on persona1 SOCIa • ~ 
, ·"1' H1"'" had not received
nO'lr1 y tHo-thir S Dr the grauuates Ie t Ul.VJ' 
. . cant of all respondents
all the holp Deedod. '['\;fon ty-n H18 pe l' 
. '1 lleeded withof the ne P .. beUov (J t y roceiv d little or none 
u 
study, of 
~------_.-
al l responses 
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concerning personal social d I 
eve opment, only 
felt they received little or none of the help 
needed. In the questions from nineteen to bJenty-seven there 
'-'a· s no tad efini te trend from lTear to y'''ar t" l"nd" t 
''V oJ ~ v, lea e a con­
tinuing progression or regression with respect to personal 
soci~l development. 
l't1e :-.sener'll consensus of all graduates studies was 
that Southeast l,J'lrren Community High School had prepared them 
fairly \-Jell for tbe future. Although the majori ty of grad­
uates concluded the school had prepared them fairly well, 
25 per cent :)1' one-four·th of all responses to all questions 
indicated little or none of the help needed was offered. 
Eigh ty pe I' cen t of the respondents in this 3 tudy acknovJledged 
th school had prepared them very well or fairly well as com­
1964 study o felt the school 
,fJaQ' p~r d them vary well or fairly well. 
Chapt-,Gr III has en the presentatlon and ~~alyzation 
Chapter IVreceived CraIn the questioI'.naires. 
+- ., ! ~}llclu eta summary of data	 presenv80 In 
l,pcom,Gnj'endations to improveusia!!:' dr-lt'l!11 Crom data, and - -.. 
~-. I ,..." \ """"01 lOn. t-he~ q_r{~r)s a voca-QenVSoutheast 11'0 r'en Gornrr ty lilgrJ _ .<- - ~Cl. 
" o_n.~ p- arsonal socialtJorJ'.ll ui 'inco, c tizenship trainIng, ~ ~ 
dcvelo e t. 
'ired 
~-------
CHAPTER IV 
SUNHAHY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECONlv1ENDATIONS 
I. STNrgKENT OF THE PROBLErJI 
The purpose of this study was to appraise the cur­
riculum in the selected areas to determine if the recom­
mendations made by the 1964 study have improved the 
curriculum. 'This research, as in the 1964 study, \<1as not 
a complete evaluation of the curriculum, but an appraisal 
of the Southeast Warren High School curriculum in the areas 
of vocational guidance, citizensbip training, and personal 
social development based on a follow-up study of the 1966 
through 1969 graduates. 
II. PROCEDURE 
In s e lee ting the topic, a stud y of the field report by 
Elbert Sobotka \>Jas conducted. After the topic was chosen, a 
ravieH of 1 i tera ture l'\laS performed in vae ational guidance, 
citizenship training, and personal social development to 
supplement that completed by Mr. Sobotka. 
Tho questionnaire sent tHS the one used by Slbert 
" 
.:Jobotk'l in the :J" stU(lY aone • n L 1:')1)··I, ,'-4-" rtJis qU8S tionnaire was 
• t· h l" ou.f-he· as j- j'.J • T."Jarren,.lgt1
validated by four to:J.chors HJ t.e.;) u _. u· ­
· to ~raduates of Southeastt.Jas sen t ~~SChool. rr.l0 questionnaire 
------.~ 
Warren High School from 1966 through 1969. 
After receiving the completed questionnaires, they 
were classified according to the year the student graduated. 
The answers to the questions on the questionnaire were then 
compiled according to sex for each year. When the data were 
compiled for the 1966 through 1969 period, it was then com­
pared to the data in the 1964'study. 
III. SUNHARY OF FINDINGS 
The Review of Literature contained the revision of the 
Sta te Laws of Iowa to update the code given in the 1964 stud y. 
1he vocational guidance pragram studied was that of Buford 
1Stefflre an d Raymond Ha tch. The organizati on of the voca­
tional ruidance program as described by Raymond Hatch and 
Buford S tefflre can tained the fol1m..ring categories: (1) 
inventory, (2) the information service, (J) the counseling 
service, CLd placement service, and (5) the follow-up 
service. 
As a means of determining hotl1 \l1e11 the Southeast 
d . n tbedarron Communi ty Higb Scbaol graduates t,;ere prepare 1 
areas of vocational guidance, citizenship training, and per­
sonal social development, a questionnaire \-Jas devised and 
' . i~t fflre AdminiCltration1 Haymond N. Ea tch and Buford ;) e, ' .-.' ~p n-
f' -, ' . (., 1 d Gll' ffS l\fet'll Jersey. re.2.:-. 'xuldtl.nce 3ervices bng e\1100 ~ , ­
tics-Hall, Inc., 19jn), p. 302. 
-------._­
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sent to 199 graduates of the high scbool. Of the question­
naires sent, 156 were completed and returned. The returned 
questionnaires were analyzed and the data \.-Jere placed in 
tables. In the following section a brief summary of the data 
will be given. 
The first eight questions pertained primarily to voca­
tional guidance. The responses to the first eight questions 
were averaged together to get a picture of the over-all 
guidance program. Response to the amount of help the 
respondents received in the various areas of vocational 
guidance was very inconsistent. The range of the responses 
to recei ving all or almos t all the help they needed in all 
the que s ti 011S lias from 12 per cent to 46 per cen t. Tbe area 
the graduates indicated receiving the least help was finding 
a job and finding out about job openings. An average of 31 
0cr cent indicated they received all or almost all the belp 
needed. The 196Lf. study had a total per cent similar to the 
present study, 32 per cent indicated having all or almost 
, ., !'lOUle belp butall the help needed. The range in ootalnlng - ­
not all the help needed \...ras from 25 per cent to 46 per cent, 
which is somei'lhat more consistent than tbe range for receiv­
ing all or almos t all tile help needed. This indicates an 
' ,., t'r18 ~"",r"du"tes received some belpc,,:e', of J cent'i, '-' 0.av"r'a r1 3'- "I' 0' q, ­,pc,
-1"h8' 19'0'1.1 s tuay revealed thatb'ut not all the help needed. ~ 
--------
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48 per cent of the graduates received some of the help but 
all of the help needed. The reno t ·sponses to receiving 
li t tIe or none of the help needed bad the grea tea t range. 
The range of the responses to receivin b a ll'ttle or none of 
the help needed was from 11 per cent to 61 per cent or an 
average of 31 per cent who fel t they received Ii ttle or 
none of the help needed. The per cent of roespondents \'lbo 
fel t they had Ii ttle or none of the help needed was much 
greater in this study than in the 1964 study. The 1964 study 
had only 20 per cent of the respondents who felt little or 
none of the help needed was ~i ven. Of all graduates 69 per 
cent indi ca ted they were not receiving all the help they 
needed in regard to vocational guidance. 
Que s tion s nine toro ugh eighteen \oJere concerned ltn th 
c1 tizenship training. Hesponses to questions pertaining to 
ci ti zens hi p training revealed more incaDs is tency than did 
the ques ti on s abou t vac a tional guidance. The range of 
responses to receiving all or almost all the help needed 
was from 17 per cent to 74 per cent giving an over-all 
, rh"l'S ua.. ~ the only area of tbis studyaverage of 41 per cent. I' - " ­n 
that had an over-all higher percentage than the 1964 study. 
1participate in political processes, vlng 
The 'l.retiS tbe ~)'radLlates displayed the highest percentage in 
haVing all or almo8t all tl18 help needed (,Jere: learning to 
· ~vervdav math 
so ~ vv 
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problems, learning to write letters affectively, 
and under­
st~lding democracy and democratic procedures. 
Data from questions nineteen to twenty-seven display 
the arnoun t of help the graduates fel t they received concern­
ing the aspects of personal social development. The responses 
to the questions about personal social development were also 
inconsistent, they ranged from 21 per cent to 48 per cent for 
those Hho believed they had all or almost all the help needed. 
;rhe difference in per cents for those who thought they had 
li ttle or none of the help needed was 21 per cent to 45 per 
cent. The graduates in this study were satisfied most with 
the areas of: developing good health habits, improving per­
8 anal appearance and manners, and learning to appreciate the 
be'3.uty of art, music, literature and nature. In the remainder 
of the topiC.$; on pers onal social development 64 per cent or 
nearly two-thirds of the graduates felt they had not received 
all the help needed. 'rloJenty-nine per cent of all respondents 
believed they received little or none of the help needed with 
respect to personal social development. In tbe 1964 study, of 
all res pon ses cone erning pel's anal so cial develapmen t, only 
• d 11·tt1e·· or none af the help1 p r cent felt they receIve 
P nineteen to twenty-seven therenee ded. In the questions Lrorn 
t-Jas no t a cafini ta trend from year to year to indicate a 
with respect to personal
continuing progression or regression 
Social development. 
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'The general consensus of all graduates studies was 
that Sou theas t 1tlarren Communi ty High Scbool bad prepared 
them fairly well for the future. Althougb the majority of 
graduates concluded the school had prepared them fairly 
well, 25 per cent or one-fourth of all responses to all ques­
tions indicated little or none of the help needed was offered. 
Eighty per cent of the respond en ts in this study acknowledged 
the s ch 0 01 had prepared them very well or fairly well as 
compared to 84- per cent in the 1 96L+. 8 tudy who felt the seb 001 
had prepared them very well or fairly well. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In revieWing the data in Chapter III the folloloTing con-
elusions appear val id: 
1.	 The vocational guidance program at Southeast \iJarren 
Community High School is not adequate in any of the 
areas studied. 
'd	 pr"o" ""ram. at Southeast I'Jarren2.	 The vocationa_1 gUl ancs ~ '" 
Qct..ool· t "'parl'n rr the studentsCommuni ty Higb >J tJ 18 no prv b 
as well as the program used in 1964. 
, the Sou theas t '~larren Communi ty3. A	 c~mplete evaluation 01 " 
IliGll	 Scbool guidance program is needed. 
SOlltheas t \!Jarren Community Citizenship training	 at 
(a) Ulanag­
adeq uate in areas of:Hirh School is no t 
.	 d'n;; vital~.' " I' 1 .,J'f'a1'Y'Cl (b) llnaerstan l cinF Ilnlll"lC a- q . .l.L .v, 
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S ocl '11 and economic problems (c) Iiving har­
moniously witb minority races, and (9) learning 
to speak before groups of people with confidence 
and ea.s e • 
5.	 Personal social development at Southeast Warren 
Community High School is not adequate in the areas 
of': (a) developing sound moral and spiritual 
values, (b) solving personal fears and personal 
pro blems, (c) gaining s elf-confidence and ernoti on'll 
control, (d) appreciation of art, music, literature 
a.no nature, (e) preparing for marriage and borne­
makinc:, and (f) learning to use lGisure time v/isely. 
v. RECOI,{I-ll~NDATIONS 
'J 0 cati anal g: uidance. The folloHinr~ recommenda ti Dns, 
based on tho d9. t'l recel ved, seem to tv-arrant consideration: 
1. Provide for a revision of the testing pro!~rat1i at 
Southeast	 Warren Community High School. 
.. the f1C'("o'lJ~1 for guidance materials2 . Provid e G...c11 are a 1 n - _ 
to	 supplement that of the guidance cDunselor. 
.. P1"8.ln.l."1·-, 't r,v 1=<"-' e'>tJ8 "t' "n,	 anaan effort to rnark the S v	 ..... V..l· - d 
it up	 to d3te. 
•	 11 t in group guidance3.	 Increase the s.nlount of tune spe_J ,~
 
activities.
 
4· Approacll pers anal and social problems through indi­
vidual and group guidance at all grade levels. 
I). Bncourage 
6. Allol4 more 
teachers 
7. 3ncourage 
stud en ts to utili ze the counseling services. 
time for individual interviews. Encourage 
to send students to the guidance counselor. 
career exploration at all levels, with par­
ticular emphasis on tbe ninth and tenth grade 
groups. 
8.	 Have a uni t in junior and seniol'" English on applying 
for a job by personal interview and letter applica­
tiOD. 'rhis could be a shared section by English and 
guidance departments. 
9.	 Set aside time during the two-day pre-scbool t.rorksbop 
to explain more fully to teachers the roles and 
functions of the guidance service. 
10. Develop a more 8Y-~vAn_~;ve~ ~follow-up program to determine... 4 
the effectiveness of the guidance program. 
Citizenship training. 
t l"nformation in general1.	 Include more money managemen
 
m'lthematics.
 
. d '1- class Nark,2.	 In trod uce more speech 1n a1 y
 
remedi~l reading program at the high
J. neestablish a 
l'rl q tr'lc tor in charge"school vJith a compe tent -~, 
--------
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4· Prepare a unit on living harmoniously \,Q th minority 
races in Sociology and Government classes. 
Personal social development. 
1. Encourage sociology, economics, and home economics 
classes to provide information about marriage and 
homemaking. 
2.	 Institute a hobby show in conjunction with the art 
fair to promote interests for the wise use of 
their leisure time. 
As a means of maintaining an adequate vocational guidance 
prDgram :further studies should be devised by the guidance 
counselor to supplement the recommendations in this stUdy. 
-~he guidance department must continually evaluate its program 
to keep up Hi th the changing needs of the students. 
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SOUTHEAs'r \~AHREN COHHUNITY SCHOOLS
 
LIBERTY CEN'rER, TUlliA
 
March S, 1970 
Dear Graduate: 
I am sending the enclosed questionnaire to 205 selected graduates 
of the Sou the as t .~Jarren Comm:m i ty. H~gh School for the years 1966 
through 1969 to ~lnd out thelr 0plnlons as to how well the cur­
ri culum of the hlgh schaal prepared them for life. rrhe informa­
tion from the returned questionnaire Hill be compiled and used 
as the basis of my field report as a partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the Degree Master of Science in Education. 
You have been chosen as one of the selected graduates and I am 
askin~ you to please fill out the enclosed questionnaire to the 
bes t of your abili ty and return it in the enclosed 881f­
addressed envelope. I would appreciate very much your prompt 
action in filling out and returning the questionnaire. As I 
am required to have a high percentage of the questionnaire 
returned, I am thanking you in advance for your time and effort. 
If you are interested in seeing tbe compiled results of all the 
qU8S tionnaires, please indicate on the returned questionnaire 
and a copy of the final tabulation ~'1ill be sent to you. 
The information that you submi t will be kept in strictest con­
fidence and t"ill be used only as one of tbe group. Under no 
ci rcums tanc es will any infor-rnati on t'1hich you give be used wi tb 
any reference to you. 
lours truly, 
Dale 'JJee irs 
DH: cb 
-------
---
---------------
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AN APPHAISAL Of' SELECTJ·;n AREAS OF TH7 SO'"
 
COl'H1UNrrY HIGH SCHOOL CUHRICULUr1 I1~~LUDIUTN~~ASlr WAR~EN
 
7rp Ok' 'rr.:r o-',	 "'P.ADUAT'f"'t . 1 \J A FOLLOI'I­
I" . ,1l:!J	 U;l .6S FROM 1961 THROW'B 6 ' 
Al'JD 1966 THROUGH 1969 \j 19 4 
General Information 
Name Age 
Year of graduation from high school 
Present occupation 
Marital status: Single Harried _____ Divorced 
Other 
How many years did you a ttend the Southeast Harren High 
School 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
PLj;;ASE ANSkrER EACH OF THE FOLL01t1ING QUESTIONS BY CHECKING THE
 
ANS'c{ER THAT YOU F,~EL BEST AF PLIES.
 
1. \'lhile	 you vlere in high school, which program did you folloH? 
( )GeneralCollege preparation ( )Voca tionalCommercial 
2.	 HOlt! much help did you receive in cboosing appropriate
 
subjects, courses, and activities in high school?
 
Allor almost all the help I needed ( 
Some help, but not all that I needed ( 
Li t tle or D one of the hel p I needed ( 
3.	 How much help did you receive in determining your voca­
tional aptitudes and interests?
 
Allor 'lImos t all the help I needed () 
Some help, but not all that I ne8d~d () 
Li t tle or none 0 f tbe help I needea () 
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How	 much vocational information did you •4· . t·	 recel,ve (type
of jobs, prepara lon needed, salaries et ). s 
school?	 ' c. ln high 
Allor almos t all the help I needed () 
Some help, but not all that I needed ( ) 
Li ttle or none of the help I needed () 
;).	 How much information did you get on bow to get and keep
 
a job?
 
Allor almos t all the help I needed () 
Some help, but not all that I needed ( ) 
Li tt1e or none of the help I needed () 
6. How much help did you get in deciding t.mether or not to 
goon to colle ge or trade schaal after graduation? 
Allor almost all the help I needed () 
Some help, but not all that I needed () 
Li ttle or none of the help I needed () 
7.	 How much help did you get in finding a job or in finding 
out about job openings? 
Allor almos tall tbe belp I needed 
Some help, but not all that I needed 
Little or none of the help I needed 
8.	 How much help for determining your chosen profession did 
you receive? 
Allor almost all the help I needed 
Some help, but not all that I needed 
Little or none of the help I needed 
9.	 How mucl1 help did you get in learning to buy wisely, "get 
the mos t for your money?" 
Allor a1mos t all the help I needed () 
Some help, but not all that I needed () 
Li tt1e or none of the help I needed () 
. t manage financial10. Hov; much help did 'ou 0'et in learn::Jlg 0	 )9 
J	 '- 't income tax, etc ..
a.ffairs (ins uranca, social securl y, • 
Allor alnlOS tall tbe help I needed, 
Some help, but not all that I ne~d~O 
Li t tIe or none of tile l1elp I nee ed 
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How much help did you receive in Iearnin to ..11. 
in poli t.ical processes (voting, ci ty-otagt'e Pt~rhclPa.te 
I'J	 . oJ -na lonal governmen t s ( 
A.ll or almos t all the help I needed ( ) 
,Some hel p, bu t not all that I needed ( ) 
Li ttle or none of tbe help I needed ( ) 
12.	 How much help did you receive in understandinq the cu r t 
.	 I . 1 d . bl c r envIta SOCIa ;n economIC pro ems, (Communism, ra.cial 
issues, etc.). 
Allor almost all the help I needed () 
Some help, but not all that I needed ( ) 
Li ttle or none of the belp I needed ( ) 
13.	 BaH much help did you receive to help you live har­
moniously -v.n. th minori ty races and religious groups? 
Allor almost all the help I needed ( , 
30me help, but not all that I needed ( ) 
Li t tIe or none of the help I needed ( ) 
lL.j..	 HOV1 much help did you receive in learning to solve every­
day math problems? 
Allor almost all the help I needed ) 
Some help, but not all that I needed ) 
Li ttle or none of the help I needed ) 
1$.	 Eovo/ mucb belp did you get in learning to read rapidly 
aJ10 Hell? 
Allor almos tall tbe help I needed () 
Some belp, but not all that I De~d~d ( ) 
Li ttle or none of the help I needed ( ) 
16 at t~." ena.ble ::.rOl1 to Hrite letters1"•	 !lOvi much help did you - 0
 
effectively?
 
Allor almos tall tbe help I needed, 
Some help, but not all that I neeosa 
Li ttle or none of the help I needed 
1 7 •	 ·r t' ~ r"'in~ to qpeak beforeI	 ],0'\1 much help did you ge· In .Lea ,L.!:: ~
 
groups 0 f' peap e In ~n con_-l.U ., ..",­l' t' f{ "'8"'ce '''no ease. 
'·11 . -1 t'· I.'elp I noeaedit .. Of' almost aL ne [j .N d ' 
S0111e help, but not all tbat I ne~ ~d 
Li ttlo or' none ot' the help I nee eu 
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18.	 How much help did you get in understanding d democratic procedures?~	 emocracy and 
Allor almos t all the help I needed } 
Some	 he Ip, bu t not all that I needed ) 
Li ttle or none 01.' the help I needed ) 
19.	 Eo:..] r~uch help did.you.get in developing sound moral a..nd 
splrltual values In hlgh school? 
Allor almos t all the belp I needed () 
Some help, but not all that I needed () 
Li t tIe or none of the help I needed () 
20.	 HOl"J much information about good health habits did you 
receive in high school? 
Allor almos t all the belp I needed 
Some help, but not all tbat I needed 
Li t tIe or none of the help I needed 
21.	 How much help did you get in solving personal fears and 
personal pr8blems? 
Allor almos t all the help I needed () 
Some help, ou t not all tbat I needed ( ) 
Li t tIe or nDne of the help I needed () 
22.	 How mucb help did you get in learning to improve your 
personal appearance and man~ers? 
Allor alm08 tall tbe help I needed 
Some belp, but not all that I needed 
Li t tIe or none of' the help I needed 
I 2J. Hot-! much help did you receive in gaining self-confidence and emotional control? 
Allor al:::ost all the help I needed 
Some help, but not all that I needed 
L1 ttle or none of the help I needed 
24.	 Ho,;,; tnu c h hoI p Ci d \)' au re ee iva in developing, 1aJ1,·Y special 
v	 • t) -, 9. t you maytalent (music, art, sports, Hritlng, e c. til' 
helve had? 
~ll or '11'1'10'1 t"a· 'Ithe help I needed 
••. . c. ,. ~., , '.. d d 
Some help, but not all tl1at I ne~,e 
.	 "h 1r' y '~eed"'dILittlo or none 01 t,e t1e_~.i ,1' v 
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H01-1 much help did you receive in lea1'ninO' to appreciate 
the beauty in art, music, Ii terature, and nature? 
Allor alrnos t all the help I needed () 
Some help, but not all that I needed ( ) 
Li t tIe or none of the help I needed () 
How much help did you get in preparing yourself for26. 
marriage and homemaking? 
Allor almos t all the hel p I needed () 
Some help, but not all that I needed ( ) 
Li ttl e or none of the help I needed () 
How much help did you get in learning to use your27. leisure time t-lisely (reading, music, dancing, bobbies, 
etc. ) ? 
Allor almos t all the hel p I needed ( 
Some help, bLlt DO t all that I needed 
Li t tIe or none of tbe help I needed 
28.	 On the whole, hot,. viell do you think your high school
 
education prepared you for your future?
 
Fairly ~ell ( )Very	 well Very poorly ( ) Poorly 
Rave you attended a college, trade scbool, bus~ne8s29. 
school, nurses training, or' any other school Slnce 
graduation? 
No	 ( )Yes 
